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Abstra t

This thesis presents the development of new numeri al methods for the treatment of strongly

or-

related ele tron systems based on self- onsistent approa hes at both the one and the two-parti le
level su h as the parquet formalism.
two-dimensional

luster.

The parquet formalism was solved for the rst time on a

When the fully irredu ible vertex is approximated by the bare vertex,

we obtain the parquet approximation.
produ es to those of other

Its validity was investigated by

omparing results that it

onserving approximations su h as the FLu tuation EX hange (FLEX)

approximation or the Se ond Order Perturbation Theory (SOPT). We found that it provides a signi ant improvement of FLEX or SOPT and a satisfa tory agreement with Quantum Monte Carlo
results despite instabilities in the self- onsisten y at low temperatures and for strong Coulomb intera tion.

We use the parquet formalism to study the Quantum Criti al Point at nite doping

in the Hubbard model by de omposing the vertex into its
We apply this de omposition to the pairing
to the vertex originates in the spin

ontributions from dierent

hannel and we nd that the dominant

hannel even at the quantum

hannels.

ontribution

riti al doping. Furthermore, we

explore the divergen e of the two parts of the pairing matrix at optimal doping and observe that the
irredu ible vertex de reases monotoni ally as the doping is in reased while the bare sus eptibility
exhibits an algebrai

divergen e at the quantum

BCS s enario proposed by She and Zaanenn.

To

riti al doping supporting the Quantum Criti al
ir umvent the instabilities in the iteration of

the parquet formalism, we explored the dual fermion approa h introdu ed by Rubtsov et al. Here,
we extended the formalism to the Dynami al Cluster Approximation, in the pro ess introdu ing
a small parameter in the dual fermions perturbation theory.
resulting Dual Fermion DCA through a systemati

We demonstrate the quality of the

study of the

luster size dependen e and of the

dierent perturbative approximations. These eorts represent the initial steps in the development

vii

of the Multi-S ale Many Body approa h that appropriately treats
s ales.

viii

orrelations at dierent length

Chapter 1

Introdu tion

1.1

Complexity in Strongly Correlated Systems

Strongly

orrelated ele tron systems have

hallenged our understanding of solid state physi s and

rightfully generated a lot of interest among resear hers over the last few de ades.

This interest is

justied by the very appealing phenomena that they exhibit with potential groundbreaking appliations. These in lude

olossal magnetoresistive materials where the appli ation of a magneti

of a few Tesla's leads to a

eld

hange in the resistivity by orders of magnitudes; the heavy fermions

where the ee tive ele tron mass is orders of magnitude greater than its bare mass; the magneti
semi ondu tors where it appears possible to manipulate both the spin and the
freedom; the high temperature super ondu tors that
low a

riti al temperature.

degrees of freedom

ondu t ele tri ity without any resistan e be-

Along with their very attra tive properties, these systems have phase

diagrams that show a great deal of
the other by slightly

harge degrees of

omplexity and where it is possible to go from one phase to

hanging some system parameters sin e the

ompete in a

omplex manner

harge, spin, latti e and orbital

[1℄. This is illustrated in gure 1.1 where we show

the temperature versus hole density phase diagram of the bilayer manganite
The phase diagram shows a ferromagneti

phase, several antiferromagneti

La2−2x Sr1+2x Mn2 O7 .
phases and a region

with no long range order down to a temperature of 5 K as well as a stru tural transition from the
tetragonal phase to the orthorhombi

phase identied by the open squares. Potential te hnologi al

appli ations require that we improve our understanding of the underlying me hanisms so that we
an tune these properties for desired purposes.
The many
phases

ompeting intera tions involved in these systems lead to the presen e of many dierent

losely pa ked in very small regions in the parameter spa e. This gives rise to novel behavior

1

su h as quantum

riti ality that is in reasingly being supported by experimental and theoreti al

eviden e.

Figure 1.1:

[2℄ Illustration of the

omplexity in strongly

hole density phase diagram of the bilayer manganite
phase, several antiferromagneti

orrelated systems.

La2−2x Sr1+2x Mn2 O7 .

Temperature versus

It shows a ferromagneti

phases and a region with no long range order down to a temperature

of 5 K as well as a stru tural transition from the tetragonal phase to the orthorhombi

phase

identied by the open squares.

1.2

Quantum Criti ality

A quantum

riti al point(QCP) o

zero temperature. This

urs when a system undergoes a

an be produ ed by suppressing the

phase transition to absolute zero by tuning some external
omposition, the pressure or an applied magneti

eld.

ontinuous phase transition at

riti al temperature of a se ond-order
ontrol parameter su h as the

The external

hemi al

ontrol parameter adjusts

the zero-point motion of the parti les di tated by the Heisenberg un ertainty prin iple, moving the
system from one phase to the other.

The in reased interest in the solid state

quantum phase transitions is, in part, due to the fa t that the asso iated

ommunity given to

riti al u tuations

then dominate the physi al properties of the system up to rather high temperatures.

2

an

The QCP

distorts the phase diagram and
to very high temperatures.

reates a "V-shaped" region of quantum

This is illustrated in gure 1.2

riti al matter extending

[3℄ where the quantum

riti al region

(D) separates an antiferromagnet on the left (A) from a normal metal on the right(N). Quantum
riti ality has now been established in several strongly

Figure 1.2:

[3℄ Illustration of the quantum

orrelated systems.

riti al point. The quantum

riti al region(D) separates

an antiferromagnet on the left (A) from a normal metal on the right(N). The quantum

riti al region

extends to very high temperatures.

1.2.1

Quantum Criti ality in the Heavy Fermions

The heavy fermion

ompound

CePd2 Si2

has a

riti al temperature

pressure below whi h it orders into an antiferromagnet. This

quantum

phase into a paramagneti

For a

In the

ompound

YbRh2 Si2 ,

at ambient

pc

around

2.8GP a,

the non-thermal

ontrol parameter is a

reates here a phase diagram

[4℄. An anomalous metal is observed above

the QCP at high temperatures with an ele tri al resistivity that is linear in temperature.
region is surrounded by a Fermi liquid behavior on the left and on the right.

3

a

overed by the super ondu ting

eld. The QCP at zero temperature, as shown in gure 1.3-B,

analogous to the V-shaped phase diagram of gure 1.2

10K

reating a transition from the

riti al pressure of

riti al point is observed (gure 1.3-A). Here the QCP is

dome at low temperature.
magneti

phase.

of about

riti al temperature/Néel temperature,

an be de reased monotoni ally by applying pressure; eventually
ferromagneti

TN

This

Figure 1.3:

A) Suppression of the Néel temperature by an applied magneti

[4℄ (

eld in

CePd2 Si2 .

An un onventional super ondu ting phase arises at the boundary of the antiferromagneti

B)

(

Field indu ed quantum phase transition in

YbRh2 Si2 .

The blue region

orresponds to Fermi

liquid behavior while the orange region marks the non-Fermi liquid region terminating at a
eld

BN

1.2.2

at

T =0

phase.

riti al

.

Quantum Criti ality in the Ruthenates

The bilayer ruthenate metal

Sr2 Ru2 O7 exhibits a metamagneti

a rst-order phase transition taking pla e along the line of
rst-order transitions terminates at a
are observed.

The QCP arises from

riti al end point

T ∗ → 0.

QCP. Metamagnetism is, in general,

riti al elds

(H ∗ , T ∗ )

H = Hc (T ).

The line of

where diverging sus eptibilities

This QCP is fundamentally dierent from that

whi h is obtained by depressing a se ond-order phase transition to absolute zero in that there is
no spontaneous symmetry breaking.
resistivity measurements.

Eviden e for this metamagneti

This is shown in gure 1.4

resistivity when it is tted to the form:
to inelasti
transition

s attering at

T = 0. A

ρ = ρres + AT α

[5℄.

an be found in the

It presents the exponent

where

ρres

is a temperature-independent

orresponds to the anomalous behavior and

QCP

α

of the

is the residual resistivity due
oe ient.

ollapses towards

T → 0.

The metamagneti
this is surrounded

on the left and right by regions of Fermi liquid behavior.
This eviden e is further substantiated by the lower-temperature data taken below 350 mK whi h

4

Figure 1.4:
transition.
where

ρres

[5℄ Resistivity of
The exponent

oe ient.The metamagneti

ollapses towards

behavior.

is

Sr2 Ru2 O7

as a fun tion of temperature around the metamagneti

of the resistivity is dened by tting it to the form:

is the residual resistivity due to inelasti

independent
and

α

T → 0.

s attering at

region (yellow)

T = 0. A

ρ = ρres + AT α

is a temperature-

orresponds to the anomalous behavior

this is surrounded on the left and right by regions of Fermi liquid

onsistent with that of higher temperature (not shown).

1.2.3

Quantum Criti ality in the Cuprates

One feature present in the phase diagram of the

uprates is the enigmati

is observed above the Néel temperature in the underdoped region.

pseudogap phase whi h

This phase is

hara terized by

the deviation of the resistivity from its linear dependen e on the temperature at a
temperature

T∗

dened as the pseudogap temperature.

La1.6−x Nd0.4 Srx CuO4

Daou et al

[6℄ studied the

riti al doping

p∗ ,

eld.

This study

the resistivity remained linear as a fun tion of temperature

down to the lowest attainable temperature. This signals that
Criti al Point for

ompound

(Nd-LSCO) and examined the pseudogap transition down to very low tem-

peratures, suppressing the super ondu ting transition with an applied magneti
revealed that for a

hara teristi

T ∗ → 0,

orresponding to a Quantum

p = p∗ .

Figure 1.5-A shows the normal state resistivity as a fun tion of temperature for two dopings,

5

p = 0.24

and

transition.

p = 0.20

T∗

measured in a magneti

eld strong enough to suppress the super ondu ting

is the pseudogap temperature and

Tmin

is the temperature at whi h an upturn is

observed in the resistivity. Figure 1.5-B shows a temperature-doping phase diagram of Nd-LSCO.
It shows the super ondu ting phase below

Tc

and the pseudogap region below

are guides to the eye. The gure also shows a region where stati
temperature

Tm

Figure 1.5:

[6℄ (

and a region where

A)Normal

for two dopings,

p = 0.24

super ondu ting transition.

p = 0.20

T∗

La1.6−x Nd0.4 Srx CuO4

measured in a magneti

is the pseudogap temperature and

Tc

B)Temperature-doping

and the pseudogap region below

guides to the eye. Also shown is a region where stati

Tm

and a region where

as a fun tion of temperature

Tmin

is the temperature at whi h

phase diagram of Nd-LSCO. The

T∗

are shown. All solid lines are

magnetism is observed below a temperature

harge order is dete ted below a temperature

Tch

This work supplements previous experimental work by Aeppli et al
the presen e of a quantum
The study of these

Tch .

eld strong enough to suppress the

an upturn is observed in the resistivity. (
super ondu ting phase below

All solid lines

magnetism is observed below a

harge order is dete ted below a temperature

state resistivity of

and

T ∗.

riti al point in the phase diagram of the

.

[7℄ and others supporting

uprates.

omplex phenomena warrants the development of new

omputational algo-

rithms. We will present our methods from the perspe tive of the high temperature super ondu tors
although they

an equally be used to study other systems.

6

1.3

The Models

Figure 1.6:

Left :Crystal stru

BaO alternatively. The
generi
neti

ture of

CuO2

YBa2 Cu3 O6+x .

planes are

CuO2

It shows the

planes separated by Y and

ommon to all high temperature super ondu tors.

Right :

phase diagram of the high temperature super ondu tors; the gure shows an antiferromag-

phase near half-lling above whi h we have a pseudogap phase.

As the doping is in reased,

a spin glass (SG) phase is observed at low temperature followed by a super ondu ting dome that
overs what is now established to be a Quantum Criti al Point (QCP). The high temperature region
above this QCP is known as the strange metal or non-Fermi liquid.

Further doping results in a

Fermi liquid phase.

In 1986, Bednorz and Müller [8℄ dis overed that the
temperatures of about

30K

whi h was unusually high

uprates

ould exhibit super ondu tivity at

ompared to the transition temperatures in

onventional super ondu tors. This subsequently triggered a lot of a tivity among resear hers who
have sin e dis overed many more materials in this
not been raised above

170K

and a lot of eort is

omplex phase diagram (gure
The

The

riti al temperature has, however,

urrently being invested in understanding their

1.6).

uprates high temperature super ondu tors have in

stru tures all show
as

lass.

ommon the fa t that their

rystal

opper oxide planes whi h are separated by other atoms su h as La, Ba, O,

an be seen from that of

YBa2 Cu3 O6+x

shown in gure

7

1.6.

et ,

The planes are widely believed

to

ontain the low energy physi s responsible for their properties.

Although some progress has

been made over the last 25 years, key pie es of the puzzle remain un lear.

Properties su h as the

pseudo-gap phase, linear resistivity, the temperature dependen e of the Hall
pairing me hanism are still rather poorly, if at all, understood.
the very nature of the problem at hand, namely, the
magnitude or even greater than the kineti

energy.

oe ient and the

Eorts have been hindered by

oulomb intera tion is of the same order of

As a

onsequen e,

onventional perturbation

theory is inappropriate or at best questionable. Furthermore, Density Fun tional Theory whi h is
quite su

essful at des ribing normal metals, semi ondu tors and band insulators wrongly predi ts

Mott insulators su h as NiO to be metals. This has lead resear hers to use simplied models su h
as the Hubbard model, the t-J model, the periodi
Holstein model,

et

Anderson Model and Kondo latti e models, the

. Both the Hubbard and the t-J model are widely believed to des ribe, at least

qualitatively, the physi s of transition metal oxides.
Shortly after the dis overy of high temperature super ondu tors, P. W. Anderson
and Zhang and Ri e

[10℄ showed that the Hubbard model is appropriate for their des ription. The

model is illustrated in gure

1.7 and is given by equation

Ĥ = −t
Here,

t

site

X

c†i,σ cj,σ +

X

1.1.

U n̂i,↑ n̂i,↓

(1.1)

i

<i,j>,σ

is the near-neighbor hopping integral, while

ci,σ (c†i,σ )

[9℄ proposed

U

is the on-site Coulomb intera tion strength,

is the destru tion ( reation) operator that destroys ( reates) an ele tron with spin

σ

at

i.

Despite being de eptively simple, an exa t solution of the Hubbard model beyond one dimension
remains to be found.

The steady growth of the

omputer power

oupled with the development of

new algorithms has lead to some progress in the quest for a solution to these models.
approa hes are further justied by the fa t that the
be of the order of 10 to 15
about 3

Å.

Å

orrelation length for the

[11℄ while the distan e between

Exa t Diagonalization (ED)

8

uprates is found to

opper atoms in the

an be used to solve small

These

CuO2

planes is

lusters exa tly and the Lan zos

Figure 1.7:

Cartoon pi ture of the Hubbard model on a square latti e:

hopping integral, while

algorithm

U

is the on-site Coulomb intera tion for doubly o

an allow the solution of relatively larger

t

is is the near-neighbor
upied sites.

lusters but only provides information about

the ground state. Variational approa hes are biased by the a priori information about the system
and

an hardly be trusted to reveal new features. The

on ept of entanglement has also triggered an

in reased interest in the Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) but this is

urrently still

limited to the study of one dimensional systems. Another widely used method is Quantum Monte
Carlo (QMC) whi h does not involve any approximation and is exa t within statisti al errors due
to the sto hasti

pro esses used in the algorithm.

The main obsta le for this method is the sign

problem that be omes in reasingly bad as one lowers the temperature or in reases the

luster size

while moving away from half-lling.

1.4

Quantum Monte Carlo and the Sign Problem

In solid state physi s in general, we are interested in ma ros opi

systems with about

1023

parti les.

Solving the S hrödinger equation dire tly for su h a system is in pra ti e impossible. Monte Carlo
simulations allow us to sample a region of phase spa e by exploring it in a sto hasti

manner.

In

this se tion, we will briey dis uss the QMC algorithm and present its main limitation whi h is the

9

"sign-problem".
In a

lassi al system, the expe tation value of an observable

A

is given by:

P
−Ec /T
c Ac e
hAi = P
−Ec /T
ce
where the subs ript
onguration and

T

c

denotes a

onguration of the system,

β = 1/T ,

Ec

is the energy of the system in this

is the temperature. For a quantum system, this expe tation value is given by:

hAi =
where

(1.2)

T rAe−βH
T re−βH

(1.3)

H is the Hamiltonian and the tra e is taken with respe t to all

the system. In the

ongurations of

ase of the Hubbard model, H is given by:

H =K +V

(1.4)

with

K = −t
V

= U


X
X  †
(ni↑ + ni↓ )
ciσ cjσ + c†jσ ciσ − µ

hiji,σ

X
i

1
ni↑ −
2

The inverse temperature (or imaginary time)

∆τ = β/L, L being the total number

(1.5)

i



β

1
ni↓ −
2



(1.6)

an be dis retized in small intervals (or time sli es)

of time sli es. This is then used to perform the Suzuki-Trotter

de omposition:

Z = T re−βH

= T re−∆τ LH
≈ T r e−∆τ V e−∆τ K

To integrate out the fermioni

(1.7)

L

+ O ∆τ 2



(1.8)

elds, the Hubbard-Stratonovi h transformation is used to make the

10

intera tion term V quadrati

in

c

and

c† .

This gives [12℄:

e−∆τ U (ni,↑ − 2 )(ni,↓ − 2 ) =
1

1

e−∆τ U/4 X −∆τ si,l λ(ni,↑ −ni,↓ )
e
2

(1.9)

si,l =±1

where

si,l

is an Ising-like spin at site

i

and time sli e

l. λ

is dened by:

cosh (∆τ λ) = e−∆τ U/2 .

(1.10)

This transforms the initial intera ting problem into one in whi h the intera tion is mediated by
spa e-time elds. When the fermions are integrated out, one obtains the partition fun tion:

Z=

X

detO↑ (s)detO↓ (s)

(1.11)

{si,l =±1}

where

I is the unity matrix and

σ
Oσ (s) = I + BLσ BL−1
...B1σ ,

(1.12)

Blσ = e−∆τ v(l) e−∆τ K

(1.13)

v(l)i,j = δi,j si,l

and

K

here is the matrix representation of the kineti

energy part of the Hamiltonian. Standard Monte Carlo te hniques
ompli ated sums over

si,l .

The probability of a given

pc =

an then be used to evaluate the

onguration

1
detO↑ (c)detO↓ (c).
Z

c

is given by:

(1.14)

So that the expe tation value of an observable A is given by:

P
c Ac pc
.
hAi = P
c pc
It

(1.15)

an be readily observed that this probability is not ne essarily positive denite. For this reason,

it is

onvenient to separate in the above expression of

11

pc , the sign from the absolute value and write

the expe tation value as:

hAi =
=

with

sgn

P
P
Ac sgnpc |pc |/ c |pc |
c
P
P
c sgnpc |pc |/
c |pc |
hAsgni|p|

(1.16)

(1.17)

hsgni|p|

dened by:

P
pc
Z
=
hsgni = P c
Z|p|
c |pc |
where

h· · ·i|p|

(1.18)

denotes the expe tation value with respe t to the absolute value of the probability as

given in equation

1.14.

Despite the fa t that equation 1.17 above is exa t, both the denominator and the numerator
be ome very small if

an

ongurations with positive and negative determinants are equally frequent.

This is unfortunately the

ase for the Hubbard model away from half lling and is known as the

sign problem. As shown in gure 1.8 [13℄, the sign be omes in reasingly worse as one dopes away
from half-lling or as the temperature is lowered. In fa t, Haman and Fahy [14℄ showed that it will
go to zero exponentially with de reasing temperature. One should note that if we
a given Hamiltonian, then the expe tation values

T rAe−βH
hAi =
=
T re−βH
where
in the

|ii

an be obtained as:

P

hi|A|ii e−βǫi
iP
−βǫi
ie

is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with energy

lassi al

an diagonalize

ǫi .

(1.19)

All weights are then positive just like

ase and there is no sign problem. However, diagonalizing the Hamiltonian is itself

an exponentially hard problem and

an not be done in general.

This underlines the di ulty of

the problem and a solution has not been found despite a few de ades of eorts. In fa t, Troyer and
Wiese [15℄ showed that this is analogous to an NP-hard problem.

To partially

ir umvent these limitations, the Dynami al Mean Field Theory

(CDM F T )

luster extensions, Cellular Dynami al Mean Field-Theory

12

(DM F T )

[16℄ and its

[17℄ and Dynami al Cluster

1

〈Sign〉

FSS
DCA

0.5

Nc=16 U/W=0.5 δ=0.2

0

0

10

20

30

40

β
1

〈Sign〉

Nc=16 U/W=0.5

0.5
FSS β=24
DCA β=24
FSS β=32
DCA β=32
DCA β=44
0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

δ
Figure 1.8:

[13℄ Sign as a fun tion of temperature(top) and doping(bottom).

of sites in the

luster;

β

is the inverse temperature and

The sign for a nite-size system

Approximation

is the doping.

Nc

is the number

FSS denotes simulations

al ulation with QMC denoted by FSS is represented by the

while the squares represent DCA
embedding s heme

δ

al ulations in whi h the

an be seen to signi antly improve the sign.

(DCA)

[18, 19℄ were formulated.

The embedding s heme of DCA signi antly

improves the sign problem and allows investigations down to relatively low temperatures.
shown in gure 1.8 [13℄ where it
size

the sign eventually be omes very
The progress in

This is

an be observed that the sign is mu h better in DCA than in the nite

al ulation (FSS) as a fun tion of

temperatures.

ir les

luster is embedded in a mean-eld. The

luster size and as a fun tion of temperature. Unfortunately,

lose to zero preventing the exploration of the system at very low
omputer te hnology, although it makes it possible to have longer

sweeps of the spa e and so to improve the statisti s,
make it possible to use new diagrammati

an not

ure this problem.

It

an, however,

approa hes su h as the parquet formalism to ta kle this

13

issue. It is in this spirit that the Multi-S ale Many Body approa h was proposed.
The DMFT and DCA introdu e two length s ales: a short length s ale at whi h
treated exa tly using QMC and a longer length s ale at whi h

orrelations are

orrelation are treated in a mean eld.

This thesis goes a step further in this dire tion; introdu ing an intermediate length s ale between the
previous two in whi h
modern

orrelations are treated diagrammati ally by harnessing the growing power of

omputers. This approa h, whi h we

(M SM B),

all Multi-S ale Many Body

is illustrated

in gure 1.9.

Figure 1.9:

The Multi-S ale Many-Body embedding s heme.

The short length s ale is treated

exa tly with QMC, the intermediate length s ale is treated diagrammati ally while the longer length
s ale is treated in a mean-eld.

1.5

Thesis Stru ture

This thesis is organized as follows. In

hapter

2, I will review the Dynami al Mean-Field Approxi-

mation and the Dynami al Cluster Approximation. Here I will show the derivation of these methods
in a way that relates them to our MSMB approa h. I will also present some results obtained with
the Dynami al Cluster Approximation, spe i ally establishing the presen e of the Quantum Critial Point underneath the super ondu ting dome in the Hubbard model. The material presented in
this

hapter in ludes previous results obtained in our group that I re ently gathered into a review
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about Dynami al Cluster Approximation to be published as a

hapter in a Springer book entitled

Theoreti al methods for Strongly Correlated Systems".
In

hapter 3, I will present the results obtained with the parquet approximation for the Hubbard

model on a

4x4

luster. This work was done in

ollaboration with Shuxiang Yang, Jun Liu, Thomas

Maier, Karen Tomko, Ed D'Azevedo, Ri hard S alettar, Thomas Prus hke, and Mark Jarrell. The
material in this

hapter has been published in Physi al Review E

proje t involved debugging and optimizing the

[20℄.

My

ontribution in this

ode for the Cray-XT5 at ORNL, implementing the

Newton's method for our problem and deriving expressions for the quantities to be
our paper as well as doing some of the
In

al ulation.

hapter 4, I present our investigation of the relationship between the Quantum Criti al Point

underneath the super ondu ting dome and the high super ondu ting temperature.
was done in

This pro je t

ollaboration with Shuxiang Yang, Shiquan Su, Dimitris Galanakis, Ehsan Khatami,

Jian-Huang She, Juana Moreno, Jan Zaanen and Mark Jarrell.

Here, we used the tools oered

by the parquet formalism to de ompose the pairing matrix into its
hannels. This establishes that the dominant
spin

al ulated in

ontributions from dierent

ontributions to the pairing vertex originate from the

hannel. Furthermore, we study the divergen e of the two

omponents of the pairing matrix at

optimal doping and nd that the bare bubble has the most singular behavior whi h is in agreement
with She and Zaanen's Quantum Criti al BCS
been published in Physi al Review Letters

[21℄.

[22℄. My

The material presented in this

ontribution in this pro je t in luded deriving

the equations for the vertex de omposition, working on the resulting
DCA
In

hapter has

ode and doing some of the

al ulation on the Cray-XT5 at ORNL.
hapter

5, I present our re ent generalization of the dual fermion approa h proposed by

Rubtsov et al to the Dynami al

luster Approximation. This generalization introdu es a small pa-

rameter in the dual fermion perturbation theory and makes the approa h systemati . We illustrate
the quality of the approa h by using various diagrammati

te hniques and exploring the

onvergen e

as a fun tion of the problem size. The material presented here has been submitted for publi ation
in Physi al Review B. This proje t was done in

ollaboration with Shuxiang Yang, Hartmut Hafer-

mann, Ka-Ming Tam, Juana Moreno, Thomas Prus hke and Mark Jarrell. My

15

ontribution in luded

the derivation of the formalism, the parquet approximation

al ulation for the DMFT dual fermion

and a

al ulations for the dual fermion DCA.

ode to

ross- he k the se ond order approximation

This proje t was initiated during my visit to the ETH in Züri h.
In appendix A, I will des ribe the formulation of Newton's method for a self- onsistent solution
of the parquet equations and appendix B will show the derivation of the potential for the dual
fermion degrees of freedom.
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Chapter 2

The Dynami al Mean Field and Cluster
Approximations
In this

hapter, I present the Dynami al Mean-Field Approximation and the Dynami al Cluster

Approximation.

Here I will show the derivation of these methods in a way that relates them

to our MSMB approa h.

I will also present some results obtained with the Dynami al Cluster

Approximation, spe i ally establishing the presen e of the Quantum Criti al Point underneath
the super ondu ting dome in the Hubbard model. The material presented in this

hapter in ludes

previous results obtained in our group that I re ently gathered into a review about Dynami al
Cluster Approximation to be published as a

hapter in a Springer book entitled Theoreti al methods

for Strongly Correlated Systems.
H. Fotso, S. Yang, J. Moreno, M. Jarrell, K. Mikelsons, E. Khatami and D. Galanakis, Dynami al Cluster Approximation,

2.1

Unpublished

The Dynami al Mean-Field Approximation

The DCA algorithm

an be derived in analogy with the DMFA. The DMFA is a lo al approximation

whi h was used by Kuramoto in perturbative

al ulations as a simpli ation of the k-summations

whi h render the problem intra table [23, 24℄. But it was after the work of Metzner and Vollhardt
[25℄ and Müller-Hartmann [26℄, who showed that this approximation be omes exa t in the limit of
innite dimensions, that it re eived extensive attention.

In this approximation, one negle ts the

spatial dependen e of the self-energy, retaining only its variation with time.
Prus hke

et al.

[27℄ and Georges

et al.

See the reviews by

[28℄ for a more extensive treatment.

In this se tion, we will show that it is possible to re-interpret the DMFA as a
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oarse-graining

approximation. The DMFA

onsists of mapping the original latti e problem to a self- onsistent im-

purity problem. This is equivalent to averaging the Green fun tions used to
diagrammati

insertions over the Brillouin zone. An important

al ulate the irredu ible

onsequen e of this averaging is that

the self-energy and the irredu ible verti es of the latti e are independent of the momentum. Hen e,
they are those of the impurity.
Müller-Hartmann [26℄ showed that this

oarse-graining be omes exa t in the limit of innite-

dimensions. For Hubbard-like models, the properties of the bare vertex are
by the Laue fun tion
tional diagrammati

∆

whi h expresses the momentum

ompletely

hara terized

onservation at ea h vertex. In a

approa h

∆(k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 ) =

X

r

exp [ir · (k1 + k2 − k3 − k4 )]

= N δk1 +k2 ,k3 +k4
where

k1

and

fun tion legs.

onven-

k2 (k3

and

k4 )

(2.1)

are the momenta entering (leaving) ea h vertex through its Green

However as the dimensionality

D → ∞

Müller-Hartmann showed that the Laue

fun tion redu es to [26℄

∆D→∞(k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 ) = 1 + O(1/D)
The DMFA assumes the same Laue fun tion,
nite dimensions. Thus, the

.

(2.2)

∆DM F A (k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 ) = 1,

even in the

ontext of

onservation of momentum at internal verti es is negle ted and we may

freely sum over the internal momentum labels of ea h Green fun tion leg. This leads to a
of the momentum dependent

ontributions and only lo al terms remain.

This argument may then be applied to the generating fun tional
losed

onne ted

ompa t graphs

intera tion.The se ond order
The self energy
fun tion

G,

Σ

ollapse

Φ,

whi h is the sum over all

onstru ted from the dressed Green's fun tion

ontribution to

Φ

G

and the bare

for a Hubbard-like model as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

may be obtained from a fun tional derivative of

Φ

with respe t to the Green's

whi h ee tively removes one of the Green's fun tion lines.
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Figure 2.1: The se ond order

ontribution to the generating fun tional

oarse-graining approximation, Eq. 2.2,

Φ

Φ.

As we apply the DMFA

be omes a fun tional of the lo al Green's fun tion and

intera tion.

X=0
X=0

X=0

X=0

X=0

X=0

+

+

+...
X=0

X=0
Figure 2.2: The DMFA self energy
prevent over ounting these

ontains only lo al

The perturbative series for

See, e.g., the third graph.

Φ, Σ and the irredu

ible verti es

Γ in the DMFA are identi

al to those

onventional impurity solvers may be used. However,

an be viewed as methods that sum all the graphs, not just the skeletal

ones, it is ne essary to ex lude

Σ

from the lo al propagator input,

order to avoid over ounting lo al self-energy

G,

to the impurity solver, in

ontributions. Therefore, in Matsubara frequen ies

G(iωn )−1 = G(iωn )−1 + Σ(iωn )
where

iωn = (2n + 1)πT , Σ(iωn )

is the selfenergy and

G(iωn ),

(2.3)

the full lo al Green's fun tion.

Hen e, in the lo al approximation, the Hubbard model has the same diagrammati
Anderson impurity with a bare lo al propagator
An algorithm

To

f. Eq. 2.3, from

luster solvers.

orresponding impurity model, so that

sin e most impurity solvers

orre tions.

ontributions, the lo al self energy must be ex luded,

the Green's fun tion line used in most

of the

X=0

G(iωn ; Σ)

expansion as an

whi h is determined self- onsistently.

onstru ted from this approximation is the following: (i) An initial guess for
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Σ(iωn )

is

hosen (usually from perturbation theory). (ii)

Σ(iωn ) is used to

al ulate the

orresponding lo al

Green's fun tion

G(iωn ) =

where

ρ0

dη

ρ0 (η)
,
iωn − (η − µ) − Σ(iωn )

is the non-intera ting density of states, and

G(iωn ) and Σ(iωn ) used in the se
is

Z

µ is the

(2.4)

hemi al potential. (iii) Starting from

ond step, the host Green's fun tion

G(iωn )−1 = G(iωn )−1 +Σ(iωn )

al ulated, whi h serves as the bare Green's fun tion of the impurity model.

G(iωn ),

the lo al Green's fun tion

(or another te hnique).

G(iωn )

is obtained using the Quantum Monte Carlo method

(v) Using the QMC output for the

the host Green's fun tion

G(iωn )

luster Green's fun tion

from the third step, a new

to

G(iωn )

and

Σ(iωn ) = G(iωn )−1 − G(iωn )−1

al ulated, whi h is then used in step (ii) to reinitialize the pro ess.
until

(iv) Starting with

is

Steps (ii) - (v) are repeated

onvergen e is rea hed. If in step (iv) the QMC algorithm of Hirs h and Fye [29, 30℄ is used

ompute the lo al Green's fun tion

dynami al quantities are then

G(τ )

or other physi al quantities in imaginary time, lo al

al ulated by analyti ally

ontinuing the

orresponding imaginary-

time quantities using the Maximum-Entropy Method (MEM) [31℄.

2.2

The Dynami al Cluster Approximation

Like the DMFA, the Dynami al Cluster Approximation (DCA) may be intuitively motivated with
a

oarse-graining transformation. In the DMFA, the propagators used to

tives were

al ulate

oarse-grained over the entire Brillouin zone, leading to lo al (momentum independent)

irredu ible quantities.
momentum
latti e whi h

In the DCA, we wish to relax this

onservation and non-lo al
ontains

N

ondition, and systemati ally restore

orre tions. Thus, in the DCA, the re ipro al spa e of the

points is divided into

Nc

ells of identi al linear size

graining transformation is set by averaging the Green fun tion within ea h
original latti e problem is mapped to an impurity problem (DMFA). If
non-lo al

Φ and its deriva-

orre tions of length

≈ π/∆k

Nc

∆k.

ell.

If

The

oarse-

Nc = 1

the

is larger than one, then

to the DMFA are introdu ed. Provided that the propaga-

tors are su iently weakly momentum dependent, this is a good approximation. If
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Nc

is

hosen to

be small, the

luster problem

an be solved using

onventional te hniques su h as Quantum Monte

Carlo (QMC), the Non Crossing Approximation (NCA) or the Flu tuation Ex hange approximation
(FLEX). This averaging pro ess also establishes a relationship between the systems of size

Nc .

A simple

and

hoi e, whi h will be dis ussed in Se . 2.2.1, is to equate the irredu ible quantities

(self energy, irredu ible verti es) of the
This

N

luster to those in the latti e.

oarse graining pro edure and the relationship of the DCA to the DMFA is illustrated by a

mi ros opi

diagrammati

derivation of the DCA. The DCA systemati ally restores the momentum

ky
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Figure 2.3: Coarse-graining

ells for

Nc = 8 (dierentiated by alternating ll patterns) that partition

the rst Brillouin Zone (dashed line). Ea h
To

onstru t the DCA

luster point

ell is

luster, we map a generi

entered on a

luster momentum

momentum in the zone su h as

K = M(k) so that k̃ = k − K remains in the

ell around

K.

K (lled ir les).
k to the nearest

onservation at internal verti es relinquished by the DMFA. The Brillouin-zone is divided into

Nc = L D
a

ells of linear size

luster momentum

K

∆k = 2π/L

in the

( f. Fig. 2.3 for

enter of the

ell.

(partially) observed for momentum transfers between
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Nc = 8).

Ea h

ell is represented by

We require that momentum

onservation be

ells, i.e., for momentum transfers larger than

∆k,

but negle ted for momentum transfers within a

ell, i.e., less than

∆k .

This requirement

an

be established by using the Laue fun tion [32℄

∆DCA (k1 , k2 , k3 , k4 ) = Nc δM(k1 )+M(k2 ),M(k3 )+M(k4 )
where

M(k)

Fig. 2.3).

is a fun tion whi h maps

This

(2.5)

ell

k (see,

ontaining

hoi e for the Laue fun tion systemati ally interpolates between the exa t result,

Eq. 2.1, whi h it re overs when

Nc = 1.

k onto the momentum label K of the

,

With this

summed over the

Nc → N

and the DMFA result, Eq. 2.2, whi h it re overs when

hoi e of the Laue fun tion the momenta of ea h internal leg may be freely

ell.

This is illustrated for the se ond-order term in the generating fun tional in Fig. 2.4.
internal leg

G(k)

in a diagram is repla ed by the

oarsegrained Green fun tion

Ḡ(M(k)),

Ea h

dened

by

Ḡ(K) ≡
where

k̃

N

Nc X
G(K + k̃)
N

summation runs over the momenta of the

however, the

Figure 2.4:

(2.6)

k̃

is the number of points of the latti e,

The diagrammati

,

Nc

is the number of

ell about the

luster

K

luster momentum

K

points, and the
(see, Fig. 2.3).

onsequen es for the generating fun tional and its derivatives are un hanged;

omplexity of the problem is greatly redu ed sin e

Nc ≪ N .

A se ond-order term in the generating fun tional of the Hubbard model.

undulating line represents the intera tion

U,

Here the

and on the LHS (RHS) the solid line the latti e

( oarse-grained) single-parti le Green fun tions. When the DCA Laue fun tion is used to des ribe
momentum

onservation at the internal verti es, the momenta

and ea h latti e Green fun tion is repla ed by the
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ollapse onto the

oarse-grained result.

luster momenta

Φ

2.2.1
The

Derivability

oarse-graining approximation

an be applied to the generating fun tional

fun tional is the sum over all of the

losed

onne ted

Φ.

The generating

ompa t diagrams, su h as the one shown in

Fig. 2.4. It is dened as

Φ (G) =

i
h
pl tr Σlσ Gσ

X
l,σ

(2.7)

The tra e indi ates summation over frequen y, momentum and spin.
du ible self-energy diagrams of
to

Σσ

pl

is a

0−1 − Σ ,
G−1
σ
σ = Gσ

by the Dyson equation

models,

lth order in the intera

where

ounting fa tor equal to the number of o

pl = 1/l).

The free energy

F

Gσ

tion,

G0

Here,

Σlσ

is the set of irre-

is the dressed Green fun tion related

is the non-intera ting Green fun tion,

urren es of

Gσ

in ea h term (for Hubbard-like

an be expressed as

F = −kB T (Φ (G) − tr [Σσ Gσ ] − tr ln [−Gσ ])
With the above denition, it holds that

Σσ = δΦ/δGσ ,

the free energy is stationary under variations of
obtained by a se ond variation of
The DCA

by the bars).

theory, and

Γσ,σ′

hoi e of the Laue fun tion

∆DCA (Eq. (1.6)).

hosen Laue fun tion is the repla ement of the self-energy

by the

orresponding

oarse-grained quantities (indi ated here

Consider for example the S hwinger-Dyson equation relating the self-energy to the

two-parti le redu ible vertex

T (2)

Φ-derivable

In addition, the irredu ible vertex fun tion is

an be mi ros opi ally motivated by the

and the irredu ible vertex

as required for a 

Φ, Γσσ′ = δ2 Φ/δGσ δGσ′ = δΣσ /δGσ′ .

Within this formalism, the ee t of the

Σσ

G.

(2.8)

T (2) , Σ = GGGT (2) .

do not preserve momentum

the DCA Laue fun tion.
grained Green fun tion

The verti es

onservation within the

onne ting the Green fun tion to

ells about the

Consequently, the latti e Green fun tion

Ḡσ .

The external momentum label

(k)

al ulation of its

ontribution to the

on the verti es will redu e both the self-energy as well as the
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is repla ed by the

oarse-

of the self-energy is in prin iple still

a latti e momentum; however, the self-energy will only depend on
we use this self-energy in the

Gσ

luster momentum due to

k through the fun
Φ

tion

M(k).

If

fun tional, the Laue fun tion

losing Green fun tion to their

orresponding

oarse-grained expressions. Consequently, the DCA

ΦDCA (G) =

X
l

In

Φ

fun tional reads

h
i
pl tr Σ̄lσ Ḡσ

(2.9)

orresponden e to the latti e system,

δΦDCA
δΦDCA
= Σ̄σ =
δGσ
δḠσ
where the se ond equality follows sin e the variation
line , so that

δḠσK /δG′σ k′ = δK,M(k′ ) δσ,σ′ .

δ/δGσ

(2.10)

orresponds to

utting a Green fun tion

It follows that the DCA estimate of the free energy is

FDCA = −kB T (ΦDCA − tr [Σσ Gσ ] − tr ln [−Gσ ]) ,
FDCA

is stationary with respe t to

Gσ

(2.11)

when

−1 δFDCA
= Σ̄σ (M(k)) − Σσ (k) = 0,
kB T δGσ (k)
whi h means that
sponding to

Σ(k) = Σ̄σ (M(k))

ΦDCA .

The

is the proper approximation for the latti e self energy

to

ǫk

orre-

orresponding latti e single-parti le propagator is then given by

G(k, z) =

where

(2.12)

1
.
z − (ǫk − µ) − Σ̄(M(k), z)

is the quasiparti le energy, and

µ

the

hemi al potential.

(2.13)

A similar pro edure is used

onstru t the two-parti le quantities needed to determine the phase diagram or the nature of

the dominant u tuations that

an eventually destroy the high-temperature ground state.

pro edure is a generalization of the method of

This

al ulating response fun tions in the DMFA [33, 34℄.

The introdu tion of the momentum dependen e in the DCA self-energy allow one to dete t
some pre ursors to transitions whi h are absent in the DMFA; but for the a tual determination of
the nature of the instability, one needs to

ompute the response fun tions.

These sus eptibilities

are thermodynami ally dened as se ond derivatives of the free energy with respe t to external
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elds.

G0σ .

ΦDCA (G)

and

Σ̄σ ,

and hen e

FDCA

depend on these elds only through

Gσ

and the bare

Following Baym [35℄ it is easy to verify that, the approximation

Γσ,σ′ ≈ Γ̄σ,σ′ ≡ δΣ̄σ /δGσ′
yields the same estimate that would be obtained from the se ond derivative of

(2.14)

FDCA

with respe t

to the applied eld. For example, the rst derivative of the free energy with respe t to a spatially
homogeneous external magneti

eld

h

is the magnetization,

m = Tr [σGσ ] .

(2.15)

The sus eptibility is given by the se ond derivative,



∂Gσ
∂m
= Tr σ
.
χ=
∂h
∂h
We substitute

− Σ̄σ
Gσ = G0−1
σ
χ = Tr

−1


, and evaluate the derivative,

 


∂Gσ
∂ Σ̄σ ∂Gσ′
2
σ
= Tr Gσ 1 + σ
.
∂h
∂Gσ′ ∂h

We

an generalize this argument to in lude the staggered sus eptibility by identifying

and

χst = T r[χσ,−σ ]

the

ell momenta

k̃,

and

(2.16)

χ0σ = G2σ .

By

(2.17)

χσ,σ′ = σ

∂Gσ ′
∂h ,

olle ting all the terms within both tra es, and sum over

we obtain the twoparti le Dyson's equation

2(χ̄σ,σ − χ̄σ,−σ )

(2.18)


= 2χ̄0σ + 2χ̄0σ Γ̄σ,σ − Γ̄σ,−σ (χ̄σ,σ − χ̄σ,−σ ) .
We see that again it is the irredu ible quantity, i.e., the vertex fun tion, for whi h the
latti e quantities are equal.
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luster and

2.2.2

Algorithm

A variety of te hniques may be used to sum the
selfenergy,

Σc ,

and the

luster vertex fun tion,

luster diagrams in order to

Γc .

al ulate the

luster

In the past, we have used QMC [37℄, the non-

rossing approximation [38℄ or the Flu tuation-Ex hange approximation[39℄. Here, we will mainly
use QMC te hniques. Sin e QMC is systemati ally exa t; i.e. it ee tively sums all diagrams to all
orders,

are must be taken when dening the initial Green fun tion (the solid lines in Fig.2.4) to

avoid over ounting diagrams on the

luster. For example, to fourth order and higher in perturbation

theory for the self energy, non-trivial self energy
for the

orre tions enter in the diagrammati

luster self energy of the Hubbard model (see Fig. (1.4)).

ontributions, we must rst subtra t o the self-energy
fun tion line used to

al ulate

Σc and its fun

To avoid over ounting these

orre tions on the

tional derivatives. This

expansion

luster from the Green

luster-ex luded Green fun tion

is given by

1

=

G(K, z)

1

Ḡ(K, z)

whi h is the

oarse-grained Green fun tion with

is not known

a priori, it must be determined self-

from perturbation theory. This guess is used to

orrelations on the

al ulate

the desired a

luster ex luded. Sin e

Σc (K, z)

Ḡ from Eq. 2.6. G(K, z) is then

al ulated

al ulation. The QMC estimate for the

al ulate a new estimate for

is used to reinitialize the pro edure whi h

(2.19)

onsistently, starting from an initial guess, usually

with Eq. 2.19, and it is used to initialize the QMC
self energy is then used to

+ Σc (K, z)

Ḡ(K) using Eq. 2.6.

ontinues until

Gc = Ḡ

The

orresponding

and the self energy

luster

G(K)

onverges to

ura y.

One of the di ulties en ountered in earlier attempts to in lude non-lo al
DMFA was that these methods were not

orre tions to the

ausal [40, 41℄. The spe tral weight was not

onserved and

the imaginary parts of the one-parti le retarded Green fun tions and self-energies were not negative
denite as required by
these problems.

ausality. The DCA algorithm presented in this subse tion does not present

This algorithm is fully

ausal as shown by Hettler

et al.

[32℄.

They analyze the

dierent steps of the self- onsistent loop and found that none of them breaks the
Green fun tions.

Starting from the QMC blo k, one

the QMC algorithm is essentially exa t, the output
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Gc

an see that if the input
will also be

G

ausality of the
is

ausal. Then the

ausal, sin e
orresponding

Σc (K, iωn )
fullls

is

ausal.

ausality.

G(K, iωn ).

This in turn ensures that the

oarse-grained Green fun tion

The only non-trivial operation whi h may break

Hettler

et al. [32℄ used a geometri

Ḡ(K, iωn )

ausality is the

also

al ulation of

proof to show that even this part of the loop respe ts

ausality.

2.2.3

Physi al Quantities

Most experiments measure quantities whi h

an be expressed as redu ible one or two-parti le Green's

fun tions. As dis ussed above, the appropriate way to
the

orresponding irredu ible quantity from the

the redu ible quantity.

For example, to

luster

al ulate these quantities is to rst extra t
al ulation, and then use it to

al ulate the single-parti le Green's fun tion (relevant

for angle-resolved photoemission spe tros opy) we rst extra t the
Dyson equation to

al ulate

onstru t the latti e Green's fun tion.

al ulate the irredu ible verti es in the dierent s attering

To

luster self energy and use the

al ulate the phase diagram, we

hannels

Γ,

and insert them into the

Bethe-Salpeter equations for the latti e. In this subse tion we will provide more details about the
relationship between the latti e and
sus eptibility may be

2.2.4

luster two-parti le Green's fun tions and des ribe how a latti e

al ulated e iently.

Parti le-hole Channel

As a spe i

example, we will des ribe the

al ulation of the two-parti le parti le-hole Green's

fun tion

′

χσ,σ′ (q, k, k ) =

Z

β

Z

β

Z

β

Z

β

dτ1 dτ2 dτ3 dτ4
0
0
0
0
i((ωn +νn )τ1 −ωn τ2 +ωn′ τ3 −(ωn′ +νn )τ4 )

× e

× hTτ c†

†

k+qσ (τ1 )ckσ (τ2 )ck′ σ′ (τ3 )ck′ +qσ′ (τ4 )i

where we adopt the

onventional notation [42℄

,

k = (k, iωn ), k′ = (k, ωn′ ), q = (q, νn )

and

Tτ

is the

time ordering operator.

χσ,σ′ (q, k, k′ )

and

Γσ,σ′ (q, k, k′ )

are related to ea h other through the Bethe-Salpeter equation
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Figure 2.5: The Bethe-Salpeter equation in the DCA. We approximate the latti e irredu ible vertex

Γν

by the

Γνc

from the DCA

is a fun tion only of the

luster and

oarse-grain over the momentum

luster momenta

k̃.

The remaining equation

K and may be solved by inversion.

(Fig. 2.5):

χσ,σ′ (q, k, k′ ) = χ0σ,σ′ (q, k, k′ ) + χ0σ,σ′′ (q, k, k′′ )

(2.20)

× Γσ′′ ,σ′′′ (q, k ′′ , k′′′ )χσ′′′ ,σ′ (q, k ′′′ , k′ )
where frequen y labels have been suppressed, and
tex whi h is the analogue of the self-energy,

Γσ,σ′ (q, k, k′ )

χ0σ,σ′ (q, k, k′′ )

is the two-parti le irredu ible ver-

is the non-intera ting sus eptibility

on-

stru ted from a pair of fully-dressed single-parti le Green's fun tions. As usual, a summation is to
be made for repeated indi es.
We now make the DCA substitution
ultimately want to sum over all

k and k′

to

Γσ,σ′ (q, k, k′ ) → Γcσ,σ′ (q, M(k), M(k′ ))
al ulate the sus eptibility at

substitution only the bare and dressed two-parti le Green's fun tions

k̃ within a

ell. Sin e

χ and χ0

χ

q.

k̃ within a

We

Note that after the DCA

depend upon the momenta

in the produ t on the RHS of Eq. 2.20 share no

labels, we may now freely sum over the momenta

in Eq. 2.20.

ommon momentum

ell, yielding

χ̄σ,σ′ (q, K, K ′ ) = χ̄0σ,σ′ (q, K, K ′ ) + χ̄0σ,σ′′ (q, K, K ′′ )
× Γcσ′′ ,σ′′′ (q, K ′′ , K ′′′ )χ̄σ′′′ ,σ′ (q, K ′′′ , K ′ ) .
By

oarse-graining the Bethe-Salpeter equation, we have greatly redu ed its
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(2.21)

omplexity; ea h of the

matri es above is su iently small that they may be easily manipulated using standard te hniques.
In
of the

ontrast with the single-parti le
luster,

χc σ,σ′ (q, K, K ′ )

ase where the

is not equal to

oarse-grained quantities are identi al to those

χ̄σ,σ′ (q, K, K ′ ).

This is be ause the self- onsisten y is

made only at the single-parti le level. Unlike the single parti le
are dire tly

al ulated, only the

Γσ,σ′ (q, K, K ′ )
onsisten y.

nor the

luster sus eptibility is

al ulated by the

χ̄σ,σ′ (q, K, K ′ )

oarse-grained sus eptibility

Instead, the

ase where both

are

oarse-grained non-intera ting sus eptibility

in a separate program after the DCA

Σ(K)

and

Ḡ(K)

luster solver, neither

al ulated during the self-

χ̄0σ,σ′ (q, K, K ′ )

is

al ulated

onverges using the following relation

χ̄0σ,σ′ [(q, iνn ); (K, iωn ); (K′ , iωn′ )] = δσ,σ′ δK,K′ δωn ,ωn′
Nc X
Gσ (K + k̃, iωn )Gσ (K + k̃ + q, iωn + νn ) .
×
N

(2.22)

k̃

The vertex fun tion is extra ted by inverting the

luster two-parti le Bethe-Salpeter equation

χc σ,σ′ (q, K, K ′ ) = χc 0σ,σ′ (q, K, K ′ ) + χc 0σ,σ′′ (q, K, K ′′ )
×Γcσ′′ ,σ′′′ (q, K ′′ , K ′′′ )χc σ′′′ ,σ′ (q, K ′′′ , K ′ ) .
If we

ombine Eqs. 2.23 and 2.21, then the

elimination of

Γ(q, K, K′ )

oarse-grained sus eptibility may be obtained after

between the two equations. It reads

−1

0
χ̄−1 = χ−1
c − χc

where, for example,
spin

(sp)

χ̄

is the matrix formed from

sus eptibilities

χch,sp(q, T )

χch,sp(q, T ) =

where

λσσ′ = 1

for the

(2.23)

harge

hannel and

,

χ̄σ,σ′ (q, K, K′ )

are dedu ed from

(kB T )2
Nc2

−1

+ χ̄0

X

(2.24)

for xed

q.

,

KK ′σσ′
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harge

(ch)

and

χ̄

λσσ′ χ̄σ,σ′ (q, K, K ′ )

λσσ′ = σσ ′

The

for the spin

hannel.

(2.25)

2.2.5
The

Parti le-parti le Channel

al ulation of sus eptibilities in the parti le-parti le

The ex eption to this rule o

urs when we

symmetry than the latti e symmetry.

s, p, d),

of the desired symmetry (
responding form fa tors

g(k)

parti ularly interested in

al ulate sus eptibilities for transitions to states of lower

For example, in order to obtain the pairing sus eptibility

the two-parti le Green's fun tion must be multiplied by the

and

g(k′ ).

g(k) = 1 (s

g(k) = cos(kx ) − cos(ky ) (dx2 −y2

hannel is essentially identi al to the above.

or-

In the study of the Hubbard model below, we will be

g(k) = cos(kx ) + cos(ky )

s

wave) and

wave). These symmetries have been evoked as possible

andidates

for the super ondu ting ground state of

wave),

(extended

uprate super ondu tors.

These fa tors modify the Bethe-Salpeter equations

g(k)χ(q, k, k ′ )g(k′ ) = g(k)χ0 (q, k, k′ )g(k′ )

(2.26)

+ g(k)χ0 (q, k, k′′ ) × Γ(q, k ′′ , k′′′ ) × χ(q, k ′′′ , k′ )g(k′ ) .
where

χ(q, k, k′ ) =

Z

β

Z

β

Z

β

Z

β

dτ1 dτ2 dτ3 dτ4
0
0
0
0
i((ωn +νn )τ1 −ωn τ2 +ωn′ τ3 −(ωn′ +νn )τ4 )

(2.27)

× e

†

× hTτ c†

k+qσ (τ1 )c−k−σ (τ2 )c−k′ −σ (τ3 )ck′ +qσ (τ4 )i

On the LHS, we have dropped the spin indi es sin e we will
Eq. 2.26
with

annot be easily solved if it is

two fa

tors of

g

on the LHS and

onsider only opposite-spin pairing.

oarse-grained, sin e this will partially

one fa

.

onvolve

χ(q, k, k′ )

tor on the RHS. Hen e for the pairing sus eptibilities,

or for any situation where non-trivial form fa tors must be used, we use the equivalent equation
involving the redu ible vertex

F

(instead of the irredu ible vertex

Γ)

g(k)χ(q, k, k′ )g(k′ ) = g(k)χ0 (q, k, k′ )g(k′ )
+ g(k)χ0 (q, k, k′′ )

30

(2.28)

Figure 2.6:

Cal ulation of parti le-parti le pro je ted sus eptibilities.

Often we want to

al ulate

gk = cos(kx ) − cos(ky )). Here the
ible vertex F . We approximate the latti e

a proje ted parti le-parti le sus eptibility (e.g. d-wave, with
Bethe-Salpeter equation is rewritten in terms of the redu
irredu ible vertex

Γν

by the

proje ted bare bubbles are

Γνc

from the DCA

luster and

oarse-grain over the

k̃.

al ulated, and the remaining equation is a fun tion of the

Then the
luster

K

only and may be solved by inversion.

× F (q, k ′′ , k′′′ )χ0 (q, k ′′′ , k′ )g(k′ ) ,
where

F (q, k, k′ ) = Γ(q, k, k′ )

(2.29)

+ Γ(q, k, k′′ )χ0 (q, k ′′ , k′′′ )Γ(q, k ′′′ , k′ ) + · · ·
We dene

Πg,g (q, k, k′ ) = g(k)χ(q, k, k′ )g(k′ )

(2.30)

Π0g,g (q, k, k′ ) = g(k)χ0 (q, k, k′ )g(k′ )

(2.31)

Π0g (q, k, k′ ) = g(k)χ0 (q, k, k′ ) .
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(2.32)

The remaining steps of the

al ulation are similar to the parti le-hole

parti le-parti le Bethe-Salpeter equation with
oarse-grain Eq. 2.29, and use

Γc

oarse-grain Eq. 2.28, and use the

to

g = 1 for the

al ulate the

oarse-grained

F̄

We invert the

Γc .
−1

luster, in order to extra t

oarse-grained
to

ase.

F̄ = Γc 1 − χ̄0 Γc

al ulate the

oarse-grained

.

luster

We then
We then

Π̄g,g

Π̄g,g (q, K, K ′ ) = Π̄0g,g (q, K, K ′ )

(2.33)

+ Π̄0g (q, K, K ′′ )F̄ (q, K ′′ , K ′′′ )Π̄0g (q, K ′′′ , K ′ ) .

The pairing sus eptibility of a desired symmetry is given by

Pg (q, T ) =

(kB T )2 X
Π̄gg (q, K, K ′ )
Nc2
′

.

(2.34)

K,K

2.3

DCA and Quantum Criti ality in the Hubbard Model

2.3.1

Eviden e of the Quantum Criti al Point at Optimal Doping

The phase diagram of the hole-doped

uprates exhibit some unusual properties in luding a pseudo-

gap (PG) at low doping and unusual metalli
to postulate the existen e of a quantum

behavior at higher doping. This has lead resear hers

riti al point (QCP) at optimal doping in the

uprates

phase diagram. Some investigators have also argued that the PG is related with the establishment
of order [43, 44, 45, 46, 48℄, and the optimal doping is in the proximity of the QCP asso iated
to this order.

Others have argued that the QCP is lo ated at the transition from the non-Fermi

liquid(NFL) to the Fermi liquid (FL) ground state with no order established in the PG region [49℄.
We use the DCA to explore the presen e of this QCP in the two-dimensional Hubbard model [50℄.
Investigating the single-parti le properties, we nd further eviden e for the QCP and determine
that it is the terminus of a V-shaped Marginal Fermi Liquid region (MFL) separating the NFL PG
region from the FL region at high doping.
In this se tion we analyze several physi al quantities using the known forms of the self-energy
in the MFL and the FL regions, as well as an ansatz in the region beyond but near the QCP, when the
system

rosses over from MFL to FL. Within the DCA we
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an evaluate

Z0 (k) = (1 − ImΣ(k, iω0 )/ω0 )−1 ,

ω0 = πT

where

is the lowest Fermion Matsubara frequen y.

limT →0 Z0 (k) = Z(k)

is the quasiparti le renormalization fa tor.

low energy s ales are the antiferromagneti

T∗

For a well behaved self energy,

ex hange energy

TX

in the PG region, and the ee tive Fermi energy

Jef f ≈ 0.44t

des ribed analysis [51℄, we nd that

J

near half lling, the PG temperature

at higher doping.

n = 0.95

for

In this problem, the relevant

and

n = 1.

from ts to the data,[50℄ as presented in the gures below, where data for
ea h

ase.

T∗

maximum along the

(1, 1)

and

al ulated with

(0, 1)

dire tions of

identied using the spe tral fun tion

our

Z →0

k

fra tion along the
As the lling

[52℄ when

|∇n(k)|

is in luded in

n > 0.85.

However, the quasiparti le

or

A(k, ω = 0)

(0, 1)

n

Z001 ,

dire tion,

in reases through

urvature at high

T

n = 0.85,

urvature at all

n < 0.85

for

n > 0.85;

while for

urvature at lower

is easily understood as a

urvature is found at

fra tion at the FS along the (01) and the (11) dire tion,

T.

n < 0.85,
The

it

hange

rossover to a FL

urvature. So at the transition between

T ≈ TX .

The ratio of the quasiparti le

Z011 /Z001 , plotted in the inset of Fig. 2.7 as

a fun tion of temperature for dierent llings, shows that the

on lusions from the above analysis

The ratio is seen to be essentially the same for all llings

at the QCP, indi ating that Z is essentially isotropi
as we dope into the PG region.

is qualitatively the same as that

T

and develops a weak positive

(0, 1).

The quasiparti le

the low temperature Matsubara quasiparti le data

region. On the other hand, the MFL always has negative

to the dire tion

dire tion only.

(0, 1)

is shown in the main panel in Fig. 2.7 for dierent llings.

urvature of the low temperature data for

FL and MFL, a region of positive

(0, 1)

So,

is used to identify the FS. Sin e

rossover from PG to FL behavior, and the PG is stronger along the

hanges its behavior. The data has a negative

anisotropi

TX

This FS is slightly dierent from the one

dire tion, we present detailed results and analysis for the

are not spe i

and

everywhere on both Fermi surfa es (and shows a similar anisotropy on both).

we are interested in the

in

T ≪ Jef f

T∗

on the Fermi surfa e (FS) as dened by the

|∇n(k)|.

A(k, ω = 0)

on lusions do not depend on whether

has a negative

We extra t

an be also determined from the peak in the sus eptibility (see Fig. 2.8).

The quasiparti le fra tion is

weight

From the previously

at the QCP, and be omes progressively more

Furthermore, Z

al ulated at

k = (0, π)

(not shown)

al ulated along the 01 dire tion on the FS. Therefore, the QCP,

whi h separates the low temperature FL phase from the PS region,
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an not be an artifa t of the

1

Z001(T)

0.6
*

T
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N=0.75
N=0.70
X fit
MFL fit
FL fit

1.1
1
0.9
0.8
0

0.2

0

0.2

0.1

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
T
0.3
0.4
0.5
T

T evaluated with k on
the Fermi surfa e along the (0, 1) dire tion for dierent llings n when U = 6t and the bandwidth
W = 8t. The unit of energy is su h that 4t = 1. The lines represent ts in the region T < 0.3 to
either the MFL form, for n ≥ 0.85 or the
rossover form (X), for n < 0.85. The arrows indi ate
∗ ( f. Figs. 2.8 and 2.9). Note that the data
the values TX extra ted from the rossover ts or T
for n = 0.85 ts the MFL nearly perfe tly, while the data for n > 0.85 is poorly t by the MFL
∗ be ause, due to the formation of the pseudogap, the MFL temperature dependen e
for T < T
is too slow in temperature to provide a good t. The data for n = 0.75 was also t by the FL
Figure 2.7:

[50℄ Matsubara quasiparti le fra tion

form; however, the t is

Z011 /Z001 ,

Z0 (k)

0.6

versus temperature

learly worse than that obtained by the

rossover form. Inset: The ratio,

is plotted as a fun tion of temperature for dierent llings. The ratio is essentially the

same for all llings at the QCP, indi ating that Z is essentially isotropi , and be omes progressively
more anisotropi

as we dope into the PG region.

interpolation nor due to the
dramati

hange of the Fermi wave ve tor with lling.

Rather, it is due to a

hange in the nature of the self energy for momenta near the FS.

The PG region,

n > 0.85,

of the DOS and the bulk,
inset, respe tively. A

is further

Q = 0,

hara terized by exploring the temperature dependen e

spin sus eptibility of the

luster, as shown in Fig. 2.8 and its

on omitant depression appears in the low energy density of states (DOS) at

temperatures below the energy,

T ∗,

is well t with the MFL form for

of the peak in the sus eptibility.

T > T ∗,

while it ts poorly for

The

orresponding

T < T∗

Z001 (T )

(Fig. 2.7) due to the

formation of the PG.
In Fig. 2.9, we show the relevant temperatures near the QCP,
from the ts while

T∗

TX

and

T ∗ . TX

is determined

is determined from the peak in the sus eptibility and the initial appearan e
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Figure 2.8:

0
ω

-1

2

1

[50℄ The single-parti le density of states in the pseudogap region for various temperatures

n = 0.95, U = 6t = 1.5, W = 8t = 2. The unit of energy is set to 4t = 1. Inset: The bulk,
Q = 0, luster sus eptibility for the same parameters. The PG in the DOS begins to develop at
∗ whi h identies the peak sus eptibility.
roughly the same temperature T
with

of the PG in the DOS as shown in Fig. 2.8.

Here,

Tc

is the super ondu ting

riti al temperature

determined in Ref. [22℄ from the divergen e of the pairing sus eptibilities as dis ussed in se tion
2.2.5.
Further eviden e of the presen e of the QCP separating the FL region from the NFL PG region
an be obtained by studying the thermodynami s of the system [53℄. The Hubbard model (Eq.

1.1)

an be rewritten as:

H=

where

ǫ0k = −2t (cos kx + cos ky )

tonian, referred to as the kineti

X

kσ

ǫ0k c† c

kσ kσ

+U

X

ni↑ ni↓ ,

(2.35)

i

is the tight binding dispersion. The quadrati
energy, and the potential energy may be

part of the Hamil-

al ulated as [54℄

Ek =

T X 0
ǫk Gσ (k, iωn )
N

(2.36)

Ep =

T X
Σσ (k, iωn )Gσ (k, iωn ) ,
2N

(2.37)

k

ωn , ,σ

k

ωn , ,σ
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MFL

NFL

0.02

0.9

0.95

FL

0.8

0.85

[50℄ The pseudogap temperature

T ∗,

0.7

0.75

N

identied from the peak in the sus eptibility and

the emergen e of the PG in the DOS shown in Fig. 2.8.

The FL to MFL

identied by ts to the Matsubara quasiparti le data shown in Fig. 2.7.

Tc

rossover temperature
is the super ondu ting

riti al temperature determined in Ref. [22℄ from the divergen e of the pairing sus eptibilities as
dis ussed in se tion

Both

Ek

region and

and

2.2.5. The unit of energy is set to

Ep

T 2 ln T

T2

are expe ted to exhibit a leading

behavior [55℄ in the MFL region.

(CTQM) is used to solve the

Continuous Time Quantum Monte Carlo
al ulated using Eqs. (2.36) and

errors and prevents them from a

umulating between dierent

al ulation of the entropy given by partial integration:

S(β, n) = S(0, n) + βE(β, n) −
where

low temperature behavior in the FL

luster problem and the energies are

(2.37). CTQMC avoids systemati
temperatures in the

4t = 1.

S(0, n) = −n ln n2 − (2 − n) ln 1 −

obtained by summing up

Ep

and

Ek

n
2



,

n

Z

β

E(β ′ , n)dβ ′ ,

(2.38)

0

is the lling,

β = 1/T

and

E

is the total energy

[56℄. Sin e DCA preserves thermodynami al

onsisten y [57℄,

our entropy results also satisfy the Maxwell relation


where

µ

is the

∂S
∂n



T,U

= −

hemi al potential.
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∂µ
∂T



,
U,n

(2.39)

The behavior of the numeri ally

al ulated potential energy (

Ep )

onsistent with the analyti al expressions in the FL and MFL regions.
hara teristi

Ek )

and kineti

energy (

is

However, we nd that the

energy s ales of the FL and PG vanish at the QC doping where the MFL behavior

persists to the lowest a

essible temperature. This is

onsistent with the existen e of a QCP at zero

temperature between the FL and PG regions. To illustrate this we t the total energy away from
half lling to the form:

E(T ) = E(0) + Af (T )T 2 + B (1 − f (T )) T 2 ln
where

f (T ) = 1/ (exp ((T − TX )/θ) + 1)

behavior,

hara teristi

des ribes the

parameters of the QMC energy data, as shown in Fig. 2.10.

TF L ≈ 0.15t
The
a t of

for

n = 0.70

E(T )

C/T

T ∗ ≈ 0.24t

for

T

C/T

In the present

ase, we already

is simply obtained from a derivative of the t divided by temperature.

C/T

is at in

T,

onsistent with quantum

The behavior of the entropy per site near the
the physi s seen in

are the tting

n = 0.95.

as one expe t for a FL. The data in the PG

also show this behavior, but, at the

weak divergen e at low

Ω

heat is known to be a very di ult problem. It usually involves

at low temperatures,

n = 0.95,

and

The t is indistinguishable from the

to a regularized (smooth) fun tional form [58, 59℄.

n = 0.70,

region,

and

A, B , θ , TX

In agreement with the previous estimates, these ts indi ate that

al ulation of the spe i

have an ex ellent t, so
For

T.

(2.40)

rossover from the MFL to the quadrati

of a FL or presumably a PG region.

data for all llings at low

T
,
Ω

riti al lling,

n = 0.85,

the data shows a

riti al behavior [53℄.
riti al lling as the system is

with no need for a t or a numeri al derivative.

ooled

With de reasing

entropy is more strongly quen hed in the FL and PG regions than in the MFL region,
maximum in
at

S/T

at

riti al doping as

n = 0.85
T →0

of the low temperature

S/T

is

onrms

T,

reating a

and low temperature (see Fig. 2.11 (a)). The persistent rise of
onsistent with the in rease to

C/T .

The near overlap for

at dierent temperatures also agrees with the

onstant

C/T

the

S/T

n < 0.85

indi ative

of a FL.
Eq. (2.39) indi ates that a lo al maximum in

S/T

versus

potential as a fun tion of temperature. For this reason, the
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n

orresponds to a at

riti al lling at low

T

hemi al

an be identied

n=0.70 fit
n=0.85 fit
n=0.95 fit
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1
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Figure 2.10:
to a

0.2

[53℄ Total energy per site,

0.4
T/t

E,

0.8

0.6

versus temperature for dierent llings. The data are t

rossover form of the energy, Eq. (2.40) (dashed lines). The values of

t are indi ated as

TF L

for

n = 0.70

and

T∗

for

n = 0.95.

TX

determined from the

In the inset, the spe i

heat

al ulated

from the t is plotted versus temperature.

from the temperature dependen e of

µ for dierent llings.

an see that the near temperature independen e of
a broad maximum

entered around

T = 0.15t

for

µ at n = 0.90
n = 0.87

at low enough temperatures. These observations are
in

S/T

versus

n

as the temperature is lowered from

hemi al potential
lled

ase.

This is

This is shown in Fig. 2.11 (b) where, one
for

0.25t < T < 0.50t

evolves into

whi h presumably moves to

n = 0.85

onsistent with the evolution of the maximum

0.50t

to

0.08t

(see Fig. 2.11 (a)). A stationary

an be the signature of lo al parti le-hole symmetry, in analogy with the halfonsistent with the observation of near parti le-hole symmetry in the

uprates

in the proximity of optimal doping [49℄.

2.3.2

Nature of the Quantum Criti al Point in the Hubbard Model

A systemati

study of the phase diagram of the Hubbard model as fun tion of additional

parameters allows us to identify the nature of the QCP in the

uprates.

Hubbard model where the tight binding dispersion is modied to in lude
next-nearest neighbors.
.

The dispersion is then

t′ ,

ontrol

We use an extended
the hopping between

0 = −2t (cos k + cos k ) − 4t′ (cos k cos k − 1)
ǫk
x
y
x
y

Our results suggest that the QCP is the zero-temperature limit of a line of se ond-order phase
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Figure 2.11:

0.2

0.5

0.4

T/t

S/T

[53℄ Left panel: lling dependen e of

n = 0.85

showing emergen e of a peak at

at low temperatures. Right panel: Chemi al potential vs. temperature for a range of llings with
PG and FL energy s ales shown as

T∗

TF L

and

n = 0.95

for

the position of the maximum of entropy in the left panel
panel.

As temperature is lowered, the maximum of entropy

parti le-hole symmetry for

n = 0.85

at low

T

n = 0.70, respe tively. Note that
∂µ/∂T = 0 in the right
ausing lo al
shifts towards lower n,

and

orresponds to

(see text).

separation transition as shown s hemati ally in Fig. 2.12 [60℄.
transition is

ontrol parameter for this

t′ .

To illustrate this, we
sus eptibility),

dn/dµ,

al ulate the lling,

n,

versus

µ

and the

by taking its numeri al derivative.

ulations were performed with
of divergent

The

U = 6t

To

ompressibility (or bulk

harge

onne t with previous results, sim-

(Fig. 2.13(a)), but, as dis ussed previously [60℄, the region

harge u tuations is larger and more a

essible for

U =8

and

luster size

Nc = 8.

For this reason, we also present results for these parameters where additional studies have been
ondu ted ( f. Fig. 2.13(b)). Fig. 2.13(a) shows
from

0.0

to

0.4.

The lling

n

and be omes more pronoun ed as

and the plateau in
of the

n(µ)

versus

µ

in reases monotoni ally with

asso iated with the Mott gap, espe ially for

be omes sharper and moves

n

t′

t′ < 0.4.

in reases.

for

µ

U = 6t, T = 0.077t

and

t′

ranging

and shows a pronoun ed at region

An ine tion appears in

n(µ)

at nite doping

It translates into a peak in the sus eptibility that

t′

loser to half-lling as

is in reased.

near half-lling disappear for

riti al lling at the peak as a fun tion of

t′ .
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t′ > 0.3.

For

The peak in the sus eptibility

In the inset, we plot

t′ = 0, nc = 0.86

nc ,

the value

in agreement with the

T

er
rd
do
2n

T*
PG
TFL
QCP

FL

er

1st ord

μ

t'
Figure 2.12:

[60℄ S hemati

hemi al potential (

µ)

separation transition terminates
The line of se ond order
the

T ),
t′ > 0 the rst order phase
at a se ond order riti al point at doping nc and temperature Tps .
′
points (Tps , nc ), approa hes the QCP on the t = 0 plane. This is

phase diagram of the 2D Hubbard model in the temperature (

and next-near-neighbor hopping

riti al

(t′ )

spa e. For

riti al point separating the pseudogap (PG) from the Fermi liquid (FL) region.

nc = 0.85)

lling of the QCP (

found previously for these parameters [50, 53℄. These results suggest

an asso iation between the QCP and
For temperatures below a
as a fun tion of

µ.

harge u tuations.

riti al temperature

Tc ,

the lling is observed to develop a hysteresis

As mentioned before, the DCA equations are solved self- onsistently starting

with an initial guess for the self-energy, usually zero, the result from a higher temperature or that
of perturbation theory. The solution is generally unique and independent from the initial guess for
doping away from a

(

riti al doping

riti al

hemi al potential

n = 1),

then

su h as

0%

or

10%

µc , if the initial self-energy is that

n versus µ will look as the upper
n < 1), n

large doping solution (
The fully

δc ,

versus

µ

doping.

However, we nd that for a

orresponding to the undoped solution

urve (squares) in Fig. 2.14, whereas if it is that of a

will be des ribed by the lower

urve ( ir les) in Fig. 2.14.

onverged self-energy from a previous point is used to initialize the

al ulation in both

ases.
To further investigate the asso iation between the QCP and
behavior of the bulk

harge sus eptibility,

χc (Q = 0, T ),
40

harge u tuations, we study the

and its divergen e as

t′ → 0.

We follow the

line of se ond order

riti al points of these rst order transitions as

Fig. 2.15. We plot the inverse
values of

t′

and

harge sus eptibility at

U = 8t , Nc = 8.

The

riti al lling

nc

nc

for

t′ = 0.4t,

this value of

2.4

t′ = 0.4t.

As

U = 6t

t′

[Fig. 2.13(a)℄, the

U = 8t

as shown in

essible temperature. The temperature

t′

is in reased.

riti al point seems to avoid

an be seen in the persisten e of the at region in

the stronger Coulomb intera tion

χc

shown in the legend is the lling where the

riti al point is found to in rease and move towards half-lling as

However, in these results, unlike those of
half lling even for

hanges using

as a fun tion of temperature for dierent

ompressibility either diverges or is peaked at the lowest a
of the se ond order

t′

n(µ)

near

n=1

also appears to strengthen the Mott gap for

(Fig. 2.13(b)).

Con lusion

We have presented an introdu tion to the DCA. We have des ribed how

oarse-graining methods

an be used to derive both the DMFA and the DCA, whi h map the latti e to a self- onsistently embedded

luster problem. We also showed how DMFA and DCA

an be derived from a

DMFA is a lo al approximation while DCA in orporates systemati

non-lo al

Φ

fun tional.

orre tions. We have

showed how DCA is used to study the Hubbard model and the eviden e it provides for the presen e
of a QCP underneath the super ondu ting dome. This QCP is the terminus of a line of se ond order
phase separation transitions.
super ondu ting

Finally we have seen that the QCP may explain the relatively high

riti al temperature through an enhan ement of the pairing sus eptibility at the

riti al doping. In brief, the Dynami al Cluster Approximation provides an e ient tool to study
orrelated ele tron systems.
The eviden e dis ussed here strongly favors an interpretation involving a QCP as opposed to a
simple

rossover from the FL to a NFL as the lling in reases towards one. The ts to the quasi-

parti le fra tion

Z0 (k),

energies, the peak in
heat are

the behavior of the DOS, the

S/T

whi h sharpens as

lear signatures of quantum

point of a line of se ond order
The

T

T 2 lnT

behavior of the kineti

falls, and the logarithmi

and potential

behavior of the spe i

riti ality. The results also show that the QCP is the terminal

riti al points asso iated with rst order phase separation transitions.

riti al temperature is driven to zero as

t′ → 0.
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U = 6, Nc = 16 and T = 0.077 and (b)
U = 8, Nc = 8 at dierent temperatures. The unit of energy is t. The riti al lling, where the
′
ompressibility peaks, is plotted in the
orresponding inset. In (a), when t → 0, the peak in the
Figure 2.13:

[60℄ Filling,

hemi al potential,

µ,

n

2.8

(solid lines), and

for various values of

t′

ompressibility,

for (a)

harge sus eptibility is lo ated at the QCP identied previously [50℄.
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1

iterations
10

0.95

20
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µ=2.96

n

1
0.95

0.9
2.8

Figure 2.14:

[61℄ Filling

n

2.9

versus

3

3.2

3.1

µ/t

hemi al potential for

t′ = 0.3t

T = 0.071 t and Nc = 8. Two
n ≈ 1 (squares) and a doped
iterations when µ = 2.96t (middle of
at

solutions des ribing a hysteresis are found, one in ompressible with
one ( ir les). Inset: stability of the two solutions versus DCA
the hysteresis,

orresponding to the dotted line in the main gure).
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1/χc(Q=0,T)

20

t’=0.0,
t’=0.1,
t’=0.2,
t’=0.3,
t’=0.4,

15

nc=0.88
nc=0.93
nc=0.95
nc=0.97
nc=0.97

Nc=8

U=8

10

5

0
0

0.2

0.1

0.3

0.4

T
Figure 2.15:

[60℄ Inverse bulk

several values of

t′ .

U = 8t, Nc = 8 for
nc shown in the legend

harge sus eptibility vs temperature when

The unit of energy is

t.

The values of the

orrespond to the maximum of the low temperature
diverges.
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riti al lling

ompressibility, or the lling where it rst

Chapter 3

Quali ation of the Parquet
Approximation on the 4x4 Hubbard
Cluster
In this

hapter, I will present the results obtained with the parquet approximation for the Hubbard

model on a

4x4

luster. This work was done in

ollaboration with Shuxiang Yang, Jun Liu, Thomas

Maier, Karen Tomko, Ed D'Azevedo, Ri hard S alettar, Thomas Prus hke, and Mark Jarrell. The
material in this

hapter has been published in Physi al Review E

proje t involved debugging and optimizing the

[20℄.

My

ontribution in this

ode for the Cray-XT5 at ORNL, implementing

Newton's method for our problem and deriving expressions for the quantities to be
our paper as well as doing some of the

al ulation.

S. X. Yang, H. Fotso, J. Liu, T. A. Maier,

K. Tomko, E. F. D'Azevedo, R. T. S alettar, T. Prus hke, and M. Jarrell,

parquet approximation on the 4x4 Hubbard luster,

3.1

al ulated in

Phys. Rev. E

Quali ation of the

80, 046706 (2009).

Introdu tion

Many dierent te hniques have been employed to study strongly
of the su

orrelated ele tron systems. Ea h

essful te hniques provides some advantages but unfortunately shows some limitations.

Re ently, be ause of the progress in

omputer te hnology,

eived in reased attention. Although Baym and Kadano 's

omplex diagramati

approa hes have re-

Φ derivability [65, 66℄ does not guarantee

the physi al validity of a theory, the framework enables the generation of

onserving approxima-

tions whi h satisfy a variety of Ward identities. For these reasons, the FLu tuation EX hange FLEX
[69, 70℄ has been intensively studied over the years. It is a single-parti le self- onsistent

onserving

approximation. But as we mentioned previously, the physi al validity of the approximation appears
to be questionable as the verti es are either overestimated or underestimated and the Pauli ex lusion
prin iple is not respe ted[71℄.

The parquet formalism[62℄, introdu ed by Domini is et al in 1964,
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is a two-parti le self- onsistent
but has been

onserving approximation. It is an attra tive alternative to FLEX,

omputationally out of rea h.

To solve this problem, Bi kers et al introdu ed the

pseudo-parquet approximation whi h attempts to improve on the FLEX. But this fails to properly
address the full frequen y and momentum dependen e of the s attering pro esses.
solution of the full set of parquet equation, however, is beyond the s ope of
ists for many years be ause of the extremely heavy burden of

omputational physi-

omputational time and memory

required. Only very re ently, with the great advan e of the parallel
resour es, are we able to solve this problem for the rst time.

A numeri al

omputational te hniques and

In part I we present the formalism

and the relevent equations. In part II, we dis uss the algorithm and the numeri al di ulties that
arise from it. In part III, we present some results obtained from the parquet approximation for the
2-dimensional Hubbard model and their

omparison to other methods su h as FLEX, self- onsistent

se ond (SC2nd) order approximation and Determinental Quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC).

3.2

Formalism

3.2.1

Vertex Fun tions

These perturbative expansions attempt to des ribe all the s attering pro esses that take pla e in
the system as one- or two-parti le Feynman diagrams. In the one-parti le formalism the self-energy
des ribes the many-body pro esses that renormalize the motion of a parti le in the intera ting
ba kground of all the other parti les.

In the two parti le

ontext, with the aid of the parquet

formalism, one is able to probe the intera tions between parti les in greater detail using the soalled vertex fun tions, whi h are matri es des ribing the two parti le s attering pro esses.
example, the redu ible two-parti le vertex
pair s attered from its initial state
a set of indi es whi h
the spin

σi

|3, 4 >

Fhph (12; 34)

and band index

des ribes the amplitude of a parti le-hole

into the nal state

ombines the momentum

ki ,

For

|1, 2 >.

Here,

i = 1, 2, 3, 4

the matsubara frequen y

iωni

represents

and, if needed,

mi .

In general, depending on how parti les or holes are involved in the s attering pro esses, one
dene three dierent two-parti le s attering

an

hannels. These are the parti le-hole (p-h) horizontal
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hannel, the p-h verti al

hannel and the parti le-parti le (p-p)

spin degree of freedom further divides the parti le-parti le
while the parti le-hole is divided into density and magneti
One

F

hannel into triplet and singlet

hannels

hannels.

an further dierentiate the verti es on the basis of their topology. Then one would end up

with the redu ible vertex noted
in

hannel. For the Hubbard model, the

that

F,

the irredu ible vertex

Γ

orresponding to a sub lass of diagrams

an not be separated in two by breaking two horizontal Green's fun tion lines, and the

fully irredu ible vertex whi h

orresponds to the sub lass of diagrams in

Γ

that

an not be split in

two parts by breaking two verti al Green's fun tion lines. An illustration of these dierent types of
verti es is provided in gure 3.1.
The Pauli ex lusion prin iple produ es the so- alled
relationship between these verti es in the dierent
dent

hannels. This enables us to redu e the indepen-

hannels dened for the theory to the parti le-parti le and the parti le-hole horizontal

The dierent

3.2.2

rossing symmetries whi h in turn yields a

hannel.

lasses of verti es are related by a set of equations whi h we will dis uss next.

Equations

The parquet formalism is self- onsistent at both the one- and two-parti le levels.

The

onne tion

between the one- and two-parti le quantities is through the S hwinger-Dyson equation whi h
ne ts the redu ible vertex

F

to the self-energy

Σ.

on-

It is an exa t equation derived from the equation

of motion and has the following form:

Σ(P ) = −

UT2 X
{G(P ′ )G(P ′ + Q)G(P − Q)(Fd (Q)P −Q,P ′ − Fm (Q)P −Q,P ′ )
4N ′
P ,Q

+G(−P ′ )G(P ′ + Q)G(−P + Q)(Fs (Q)P −Q,P ′ + Ft (Q)P −Q,P ′ )}

where G is the single-parti le Green's fun tion, whi h itself

an be

(3.1)

al ulated from the self-energy

using the Dyson's equation:

G−1 = G−1
− Σ
0

(3.2)

The redu ible and the irredu ible verti es in a given

hannel are related by the Bethe-Salpeter
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+

a

b

+

c
Figure 3.1: dierent

+

+

+

lasses of diagrams; the solid line represents the single parti le Green's fun tion

and the wavy line represents the Coulomb intera tion: here we use the p-h horizontal
illustration (a) redu ible diagrams:

hannel for

an be separated into two parts by breaking two horizontal

Green's fun tion lines, (b) irredu ible diagrams:
Green's fun tion lines in the other two

an only be separated in two parts by breaking two

hannels, ( ) fully irredu ible diagrams :

two parts by breaking two Green's fun tion lines in any

an not be split in

hannel

equation. It has the following form:

where
triplet

r = d/m

Fr (Q)P,P ′ = Γr (Q)P,P ′ + Φr (Q)P,P ′

(3.3)

Fr′ (Q)P,P ′ = Γr′ (Q)P,P ′ + Ψr′ (Q)P,P ′

(3.4)

for the density and magneti

hannels respe tively and

r ′ = s/t

for the singlet and

hannels, and we are using the vertex ladders whi h are dened as:

Φr (Q)P,P ′ ≡

X

Fr (Q)P,P ′′ χph
0 (Q)P ′′ Γr (Q)P ′′ ,P ′

P ′′
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(3.5)

Ψr′ (Q)P,P ′ ≡
χ0

X

Fr′ (Q)P,P ′′ χpp
0 (Q)P ′′ Γr ′ (Q)P ′′ ,P ′

is the dire t produ t of two single-parti le Green's fun tions and is dened a

parti le-parti le or the parti le-hole

(3.6)

P ′′

ording to the

hannel.

In a similar manner, the irredu ible vertex and the fully irredu ible vertex are related by the
parquet equation.

This expresses the fa t that the irredu ible vertex in a given

redu ible in the other two

hannels.

hannel is still

The parquet equation has the following form in the dierent

hannels:

1
3
Γd (Q)P P ′ = Λd (Q)P P ′ − Φd (P ′ − P )P,P +Q − Φm (P ′ − P )P,P +Q
2
2
3
1
′
+ Ψs (P + P + Q)−P −Q,−P + Ψt (P + P ′ + Q)−P −Q,−P
2
2

Γm (Q)P P ′

1
1
= Λm (Q)P P ′ − Φd (P ′ − P )P,P +Q + Φm (P ′ − P )P,P +Q
2
2
1
1
− Ψs (P + P ′ + Q)−P −Q,−P + Ψt (P + P ′ + Q)−P −Q,−P
2
2

3
1
Γs (Q)P P ′ = Λs (Q)P P ′ + Φd (P ′ − P )−P ′ ,P +Q − Φm (P ′ − P )−P ′ ,P +Q
2
2
1
3
′
+ Φd (P + P + Q)−P ′ ,−P − Φm (P + P ′ + Q)−P ′ ,−P
2
2

1
1
Γt (Q)P P ′ = Λt (Q)P P ′ + Φd (P ′ − P )−P ′ ,P +Q + Φm (P ′ − P )−P ′ ,P +Q
2
2
1
1
− Φd (P + P ′ + Q)−P ′ ,−P − Φm (P + P ′ + Q)−P ′ ,−P
2
2
The Bethe-Salpeter equation and parquet equations are also exa t and derived from the

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

ategoriza-

tion of the Feynman diagrams.
The above des ription of the formalism is far from being exhaustive and is given for this paper
to be reasonably self- ontained. For a more detailed des ription of the parquet formalism, we refer
the reader to Bi kers et al [63℄[64℄.

Our goal is to solve these equations self- onsistently for the
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G

Γ

Σ

⇐ Λ

F
Figure 3.2: self- onsisten y loop

Hubbard model on a two dimensional

luster.

The algorithm for this solution is des ribed in the

next se tion.

3.3

Algorithm and Computational Challenge

The set of equations di ussed above are solved self- onsistently as illustrated in the self- onsisten y
loop in gure 3.2. One starts with a guess of the one-parti le Green's fun tion or self-energy. This
an be taken from the se ond order approximation. The redu ible and the irredu ible verti es are
also initialized with the bare intera tion. The self- onsisten y loop
(i) rst we

al ulte the bare sus eptibility

(ii) next this bare sus eptibility is used to

χ0

an then be des ribed as follows:

whi h is just the produ t of two Green's fun tions

al ulate

F

through the Bethe-Salpeter equation

(iii) we then pro eed with solving the parquet equation whi h enables us to update the irredu ible
vertex

Γ.

This step requires the input of the fully irredu ible vertex

parquet approximation is simply taken to be the bare intera tion. It

Λ

whi h in the

ontext of the

an also be derived from some

more sophisti ated methods.
(iv) it is followed by a
(v) this value of

F

al ulation of the new

F

through the Bethe-Salpeter equation

is then used to update the self-energy through the S hwinger Dyson equation

(vi) the Dyson's equation is then solved for the Green's fun tion
This loop is repeated until

onvergen e of the self-energy
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Σ is a

G.

hieved within a reasonable

riterion.

Unfortunately, this loop be omes unstable when the Coulomb intera tion strength is in reased
or the temperature is lowered.

This leads us to use some variations of the above s heme.

One

possibility is to start with an overestimated self-energy and to damp it along with the irredu ible
vertex between two iterations a

where

α1

and

α2

ording to:

Σ = α1 Σnew + (1 − α1 )Σold

(3.11)

Γ = α2 Γnew + (1 − α2 )Γold

(3.12)

are some damping parameters.

The other possibility is to rewrite the

oupled Bethe-Salpeter and parquet equations in the form

of a Newton xed-point problem. Then we

an take advantage of the existing linear solvers su h as

BiCGS [68℄ or GMRES [67℄.
One major advantage that the parquet formalism has over Exa t Diagonalization (ED) or Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) is that it s ales algebrai ally with the volume of the system in spa e-time
as one

an readily observe. The most time- onsuming part of the formalism is the solution of the

Bethe-Salpeter and the parquet equations, where the

nt = nc × nf , nc

being the number of sites on the

omputational time s ales as

luster and

nf

where

the number of Matsubara frequen-

ies . Although the s aling is better than that of ED or QMC, one
grows, the problem qui kly grows beyond the

O(nt4 )

an see that when the system size

apa ity of the usual desktops and be omes suitable

for a distribution on a large number of pro essors on a super omputer.
Our parallel s heme and our data distribution are based on the realization that the Bethe
Salpeter equation is the most time- onsuming part of our
de ouples ni ely with respe t to the bosoni

al ulation.

One

momentum-frequen y index

Q.

an easily see that it
This enables us to

distribute the verti es a ross pro essors with respe t to this third index and to solve the BetheSalpeter equation with a lo al matrix inversion. However, this storage s heme puts a limit on the size
of the problem that we
we

an address. For a node with

an use if our variables are

equation, one

2G

of memory, the maximum value of

omplex double pre ision is about

2500.

nt

that

Unlike the Bethe-Salpeter

an readily observe that the parquet equation doesn't de ouple in terms of the third

index. Solving this equation requires a rearrangement of the matrix elements a ross pro essors and
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this is the

ommuni ation bottlene k in the algorithm.

the form of the vertex ladder

d

hannel, we need

Φ

or

Ψ

The rearrangement is ne essary to obtain

that is ne essary in the parquet equation. For instan e, in the

Φ (P − P ′ )P,P +Q.

This form of the vertex ladder is obtained in the three-step

pro ess des ribed in following:

Φ (Q)P,P ′ =⇒ Φ (Q)P,P −P ′

Φ (Q)P,P −P ′ =⇒ Φ P − P ′ P,Q


Φ P − P ′ P,Q =⇒ Φ P − P ′ P,P +Q

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

The rst step in this transformation only moves data lo ally in memory.

This doesn't require

mu h time. The se ond step is a tually just a 2D matrix transpose but with matrix elements spread
on many nodes. This is where
standard MPI

ommuni ation a ross nodes is required. It is a hieved by using the

olle tive dire tives. The nal step is also lo al and

an equally be done very fast.

Next we will dis uss some results that we obtained for the Hubbard model.

3.4

Results

In the following se tion, we will show the PA results on the 4x4 Hubbard

luster at half-lling. The

al ulation is done for U=2t and dierent temperatures. We have done the
so that the

uto error in the frequen y spa e is minimized.

further

ombined statisti al and systemati

extrapolation

To see how good PA works for the

latti e model, we use the DQMC result as the ben h-mark. In the DQMC
is used and the

nf → ∞

al ulation,

∆τ = 1/12

errors are smaller than the symbols used.

To

ompare PA to other approximations, FLEX and self- onsistent 2nd-order results are also

in luded.

3.4.1

One-parti le Green fun tion

First, one

G (τ )

an get a rough idea on how PA improves physi al measurables by

parti le Green's fun tion from dierent levels of approximation.
with

k = (π, 0)

omparing the one-

Shown in Figure 3.3 are

Gk (τ )

al ulated from the self- onsistent 2nd-order approximation, FLEX, PA and DQMC.
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-0.38
SC 2nd
FLEX
PA
DQMC

-0.4
-0.42
G(τ)
-0.44
T=0.3t, k=(π,0)

-0.46
-0.48
-0.5
0
Figure 3.3:

0.2

0.4

One-parti le Green fun tion

G (τ )

τ/β

1

for the three diagrammati

DQMC. For this temperature, the PA result looks very

The result gets

0.8

0.6

approa hes and the

lose to the DQMC one.

loser to the DQMC one from the 2nd-order approximation and FLEX to PA as

be readily seen from the gure. This

an

onrms the intuition that one would get better results if the

approximation is made on the more irredu ible vertex level.

3.4.2

Uns reened Lo al Moment

Next is the lo al moment whi h is dened as

< µ > ≡ < (n↑ − n↓ )2 >

(3.16)

= < n > −2 < n↑ n↓ >
where

n̂σ

denotes the number operator of ele tron of spin

proximation, it

σ.

In the

(3.17)

ontext of a

onserving ap-

an be re-expressed in terms of the self-energy and the one-parti le Green's fun tion

as

< µ >=< n > −

2T
T r(ΣG)
U

where the tra e sums over both the momentum and the frequen y degrees of freedom.
The results are shown in Figure 3.4. Among the three diagrammati
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approa hes, the PA result

2

<m >

0.65
DQMC
SC2nd
FLEX
PA

0.6

0.55
0

2

4

β

8

6

10

Figure 3.4: The inverse temperature dependen e of lo al moment. Among the three diagrammati
approa hes, the PA result goes

goes

losest to the DQMC one.

losest to the DQMC one. If looking at the DQMC more

of two hun hes (the two hun he stru ture is
perature is used as the x-axis).

harge double o

J,

an nd the existen e

learer if the temperature instead of the inverse tem-

The hun h at

designates the energy s ale for the

arefully, one

T1 ≃ U/2,

whi h is well re-produ ed by the PA,

harge u tuation, and is dire tly related to the suppression of

upan y. The other hun h at

T2 ≪ t is

related to the virtual ex hange intera tion,

between nearby spins. It is believed to be related to the synergism between the development of

the long-range antiferromagneti

orrelation and enhan ement of the lo al moment. As a result, a

pseudogap is opened whi h in reases the entropy of the system[72℄[73℄.
be estimated by noti ing

J = 4t2 /U

for the strong

oupling limit and

The magnitude of

t exp (−2πt/U )

oupling regime. This hun h is not well

portan e of envelop-shape diagram

an

in the weak

oupling limit[72℄[12℄. Therefore it basi ally interpolates between these two limits for that
is in the intermediate

T2

U = 2t

aptured by PA. The in reasing im-

ontribution not in luded in PA is responsible for this deviation

at the low temperature region.
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2.5
χmag(0,0)

2
1.5
1

DQMC
SC2nd
FLEX
PA

0.5
00
Figure 3.5: Uniform sus eptibility
ature.

al ulated for dierent methods as a fun tion of inverse temper-

While at the high temperature region, all the diagrammati

the DQMC result, the PA shows its advantage

3.4.3

ome

lose to

learly at the low temperature region.

sus eptibility is dened as

χmag (0, 0) =
=

with magneti

χmag

Z

β
0

D
E
dτ T̂τ Sz (τ ) Sz (0)

(3.18)

1
Sz2
T

(3.19)

moment dened as

Ŝz (τ ) =

The

method results

Uniform Sus eptibility

As the last quantity, the uniform magneti

tibility

10

5
β

1 X
(nr,↑ (τ ) − nr,↓ (τ ))
N r

(3.20)

from dierent approa hes are presented in Figure 3.5. The uniform magneti

al ulated from DQMC follows a nearly linear dependen e on

β.

This mimi s

sus ep-

losely the

Curie-Weiss law of weakly intera ting moments and implies that the dominant ee t in the system is
the short range magneti

u tuation. This is

onsistent with the

β

dependen e of the lo al moment

presented in Figure 3.4. As the temperature still dominates over the spin energy s ale of the system,
it suppresses the long range u tuation.
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From this gure, the improvement of PA over the other two approximations is also easy to
see.

Similar to the lo al moment, the dieren e between results from PA and DQMC at the low

temperature region

3.5

an be explained as the missing of envelop-shape diagrams in PA.

Summary and Outlook

We have presented the parquet formalism and the PA method. The preliminary appli ation of PA
on the 4x4 Hubbard

luster shows that it

an extra t better results than the SC 2nd-order or FLEX

al ulations. This is the rst step in our work, next we are going to use the parquet formalism in
the so- alled Multi-S ale Many-Body (MSMB) approa h. Within MSMB,

orrelations at dierent

length s ales are treated with dierent methods. The short length s ales are treated expli itly with
QMC methods, intermediate length s ales treated diagrammati ally using fully irredu ible verti es
obtained from QMC and long length s ales treated at the mean eld level.
will avoid the exponential in rease of the

omputational

an take full advantage of the most up-to-date

This new approa h

ost as the system size in reases, and thus

omputer resour es available.

And we might even

ombine it with the Lo al Density Approximation (LDA) to gain some predi tive power from the
rst prin iple ele troni

stru ture

al ulation.
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Chapter 4

Proximity of the Super ondu ting Dome
and the Quantum Criti al Point in the
Two-Dimensional Hubbard Model
In this

hapter, I present our investigation of the relationship between the Quantum Criti al Point

underneath the super ondu ting dome and the high super ondu ting temperature. This pro je t was
done in

ollaboration with Shuxiang Yang, Shiquan Su, Dimitris Galanakis, Ehsan Khatami, Jian-

Huang She, Juana Moreno, Jan Zaanen and Mark Jarrell.

Here, we used the tools oered by the

parquet formalism to de ompose the pairing matrix into its
This establishes that the dominant
study the divergen e of the two

ontributions from dierent

ontributions originate from the spin

hannels.

hannel. Furthermore, we

omponents of the pairing matrix at optimal doping and nd that

the bare bubble has the most singular behavior supporting in agreement with She and Zaanen's
Quantum Criti al BCS
Review Letters

[21℄. The material presented in this

[22℄. My

hapter has been published in Physi al

ontribution in this pro je t in luded deriving the equations for the vertex

de omposition, working on the resulting

ode and doing some of the DCA

al ulation on the Cray-

XT5 at ORNL.
S.-X. Yang, H. Fotso, S.-Q. Su, D. Galanakis, E. Khatami, J.-H. She, J. Moreno, J. Zaanen,
and M. Jarrell,

Proximity of the Super ondu ting Dome and the Quantum Criti al Point in the

Two-Dimensional Hubbard Model,

4.1

Phys. Rev. Lett

106, 047004 (2011).

Introdu tion

The unusually high super ondu ting transition temperature of the

uprates remains an unsolved

puzzle, despite more than two de ades of intense theoreti al and experimental resear h.
to the eorts to unravel this mystery is the idea that the high
presen e of a quantum

Central

riti al temperature is due to the

riti al point (QCP) whi h is hidden under the super ondu ting dome [74, 75℄.
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Numeri al

al ulations in the Hubbard model, whi h is a

uprates, strongly support the

epted as the de-fa to model for the

ase of a nite-doping QCP separating the low-doping region, found

to be a non-Fermi liquid (NFL), from a higher doping Fermi-liquid (FL) region [50, 76℄. Cal ulations
also show that in the vi inity of the QCP, and for a wide range of temperatures, the doping and
temperature dependen e of the single-parti le properties, su h as the quasi-parti le weight [50℄, as
well as thermodynami

properties su h as the

hemi al potential and the entropy, are

with marginal Fermi liquid (MFL) behavior [53℄.
of a se ond-order
onne ted to

q=0

riti al point of

onsistent

This QCP emerges by tuning the temperature

harge separation transitions to zero and is therefore intimately

harge u tuations [60℄. Finally, the

riti al doping seems to be in

to the optimal doping for super ondu tivity as found both in the

lose proximity

ontext of the Hubbard [60℄ and

the t-J model [77℄. Even though this proximity may serve as an indi ation that the QCP enhan es
pairing, the detailed me hanism is largely unknown.
In this Letter, we attempt to dierentiate between two in ompatible s enarios for the role of
the QCP in super ondu tivity. The

rst s

enario is the quantum

introdu ed by She and Zaanen (She-Zaanen) [21℄. A
in repla ing the logarithmi

riti al BCS (QCBCS) formalism

ording to this, the presen e of the QCP results

divergen e of the BCS pairing bubble by an algebrai

leads to a stronger pairing instability and higher
same pairing intera tions. The

se ond s

riti al temperature

divergen e. This

ompared to the BCS for the

enario suggests that remnant u tuations around the QCP

mediate the pairing intera tion [78, 79℄. In this

ase the strength of the pairing intera tion would

be strongly enhan ed in the vi inity of the QCP, leading to the super ondu ting instability. Here,
we nd that near the QCP, the pairing intera tion depends monotoni ally on the doping, but the
bare pairing sus eptibility a quires an algebrai

dependen e on the temperature,

onsistent with

the rst s enario.

4.2
In a

Formalism
onventional BCS super ondu tor, the super ondu ting transition temperature,

mined by the

ondition

sus eptibility, and

V

V χ′0 (ω = 0) = 1,

where

χ′0

is the real part of the

is the strength of the pairing intera tion.
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q = 0

Tc ,

is deter-

bare pairing

The transition is driven by the

χ′0 (ω = 0) whi
R
χ′0 (ω = 0) = π1 dωχ′′0 (ω)/ω .
divergen e of

h may be related to the imaginary part of the sus eptibility via
And

χ′′0 (ω)

itself

an be related to the spe tral fun tion,

Ak (ω),

through

χ′′0 (x)

Z
π X
=
dωAk (ω)Ak (ζx − ω) (f (ω − ζx) − f (ω))
N

(4.1)

ζ,k

where the summation of

ζ ∈ {−1, +1}

is used to anti-symmetrize

N (ω/2) tanh (ω/4T ), and χ′0 (T ) ∝ N (0) ln(ωD /T ) with N (0)
the Fermi surfa e and
tion

ωD

the phonon Debye

Tc = ωD exp (−1/(N (0)V ).

where

χ′

χ′′0 (ω).

In a FL,

χ′′0 (ω) ∝

the single-parti le density of states at

uto frequen y. This yields the well known BCS equa-

V χ′ (ω = 0) = 1,

In the QCBCS formulation, the BCS equation is

is fully dressed by both the self energy and verti es asso iated with the intera tion re-

sponsible for the QCP, but not by the pairing intera tion

V.

In the Hubbard model the Coulomb

intera tion is responsible for both the QCP and the pairing, so this de onstru tion is not possible.
Thus, we will use the more
where

χ′0

ommon BCS

Tc

ondition to analyze our results with

is dressed by the self energy but without vertex

V χ′0 (ω = 0) = 1

orre tions. Sin e the QCP is asso iated

with MFL behavior, we do not expe t the bare bubble to display a FL logarithm divergen e. Here,
we explore the possibility that

χ′0 (ω = 0) ∼ 1/T α .

The two-dimensional Hubbard model is expressed as:

H = Hk + Hp =

X

ǫ0k c†kσ ckσ + U

c†kσ (ckσ ) is the

c†iσ ciσ

is the number operator,

We employ the dynami al

ǫ0k = −2t (cos(kx ) + cos(ky ))
U

t

being the hopping amplitude

luster approximation (DCA) [18, 19℄ to study this model with a
luster solver.

theory whi h maps the original latti e onto a periodi
Spatial

with

k and spin σ , niσ =

is the on-site Coulomb repulsion.

Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) algorithm as the

orrelations up to a range

length s ales are des ribed at the mean-eld level.
quantum

(4.2)

reation (annihilation) operator for ele trons of waveve tor

between nearest-neighbor sites, and

onsistent host.

ni↑ ni↓ ,

i

kσ

where

X

riti ality, are treated expli itly for all

Lc

The DCA is a

luster of size

Nc = L2c

embedded in a self-

are treated expli itly, while those at longer

However the

orrelations in time, essential for

luster sizes. To solve the
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luster mean-eld

luster problem we use

the Hirs h-Fye QMC method [80, 13℄ and employ the maximum entropy method [31℄ to

al ulate

the real-frequen y spe tra.
We evaluate the results starting from the Bethe-Salpeter equation in the pairing

hannel:

χ(Q)P,P ′ = χ0 (Q)P δP,P ′
X
+
χ(Q)P,P ′′ Γ(Q)P ′′ ,P ′ χ0 (Q)P ′

(4.3)

P ′′

where

χ

whi h is
indi es

is the dynami al sus eptibility,
onstru ted from

P [...]

χ0 (Q)P [= −G(P + Q)G(−P )℄

G, the dressed one-parti

and external index

Q

Γ is the vertex fun

le Green's fun tion,

denote both momentum and frequen y.

Bethe-Salpeter equation is dete ted by solving the eigenvalue equation
By de reasing the temperature, the leading

λ in

we proje t them onto the d-wave pairing
we apply the

d-wave

proje tion as

χ0

or

Γ,

Γχ0 φ = λφ

Λ,

hole

Φs ,

ontribution,

the

χ0d (ω) =

P

k

χ0 (ω, q = 0)k gd (k)2 /

Vd = VdΛ + Vdc + Vdm ,

where the system

P

2
k gd (k) ,

where

gd (k) =

employ the pro je tion
frequen y [83℄.

ontributions to the pairing vertex, we employ the formally

harge (S=0) parti le-hole

through:

Q.

hannel (whi h was found to be dominant [76, 82℄). For

exa t parquet equations to de ompose it into dierent
irredu ible vertex

Tc

[81℄ for xed

dominates at the phase transition,

(cos(kx ) − cos(ky )) is the d-wave form fa tor. As for the pairing strength, we
P
P
′
2
as Vd =
k gd (k) , using Γ at the lowest Mastsubara
k,k ′ gd (k)Γk,k ′ gd (k )/
To further explore the dierent

tion, and

The instability of the

reases to one at a temperature

undergoes a phase transition. To identify whi h part,

χ0 ,

is the bare sus eptibility,

Γ = Λ + Φc + Φs .

ontribution,

Φc ,

Namely, the fully

and the spin (S=1) parti le-

Similar to the previous expression, one

where ea h term is the d-wave

this s heme, we will be able to identify whi h

omponents [83, 20℄.

omponent of the

omponent

an write

orresponding term. Using

ontributes the most to the d-wave pairing

intera tion.

4.3

Results

We use the BCS-like approximation, dis ussed above, to study the proximity of the super ondu ting
dome to the QCP. We take

U = 6t (4t = 1)

on

12
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and

16

site

lusters large enough to see strong

eviden e for a QCP near doping

16 site

the

luster and

δ ≈ 0.15 [50, 53, 60℄.

T ≈ 0.07J

on the

12-site

We explore the physi s down to

luster, where

ex hange energy. The fermion sign problem prevents a

T ≈ 0.11J

on

J ≈ 0.11 [50℄ is the antiferromagneti

ess to lower

T.
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Figure 4.1: Plots of leading eigenvalues for dierent

Nc = 16 site lusters. The inset shows the phase
T ∗ and FL TX temperatures from Ref. [50℄

Fig. 4.1 displays the eigenvalues of dierent
ing.

The results for the two

approa hes one at low
However, in

T,

hannels at the

riti al doping for

Nc = 12

diagram with super ondu ting dome, pseudogap

hannels (pair,

harge, magneti ) at the QC ll-

luster sizes are nearly identi al, and the pairing

hannel eigenvalue

indi ating a super ondu ting d-wave transition at roughly

ontrast to what was found previously [83℄, the

enhan ed, parti ularly for the larger
the terminus of a line of se ond-order

Nc = 16

and

q=0

Tc = 0.007.

harge eigenvalue is also strongly

luster, as it is expe ted from a QCP emerging as

riti al points of

harge separation transitions [60℄. The inset

shows the phase diagram, in luding the super ondu ting dome and the pseudogap

T∗

and FL

TX

temperatures.
In Fig. 4.2, we show the strength of the
of temperatures.
in reasing doping.

d-wave

pairing vertex

Vd

Consistent with previous studies [84℄, we nd that
At the

riti al doping,

s enario des ribed above. The dierent

δc = 0.15, Vd

omponents of
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versus doping for a range

Vd

falls monotoni ally with

shows no feature, invalidating the se ond

Vd

at the

riti al doping versus temperature
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Vd , the strength of the d-wave pairing intera tion for various temperatures with
Nc = 16. Vd de reases monotoni ally with doping, and shows no feature at
c
the riti al doping. In the inset are plots of the ontributions to Vd from the harge V
d and spin
Vds ross hannels and from the fully irredu ible vertex VdΛ versus T at the riti al doping. As the
ontribution to the pairing intera tion from the spin
temperature is lowered, T ≪ J ≈ 0.11, the
Figure 4.2: Plots of

U = 1.5 (4t = 1)

hannel is

and

learly dominant.

are shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2. As the QCP is approa hed, the pairing originates predominantly
from the spin

hannel.

This is similar to the result of Ref. [83℄ where the pairing intera tion was

studied away from quantum
In

ontrast, the bare

riti ality.

d-wave

pairing sus eptibility

χ0d

exhibits signi antly dierent features

near and away from the QCP. As shown in Fig. 4.3, in the underdoped region (typi ally
the bare

d-wave

pairing sus eptibility

χ′0d (ω = 0)

saturates at low temperatures.

δ = 0.05),

However, at the

riti al doping, it diverges qui kly with de reasing temperature, roughly following the power-law
behavior

√
1/ T ,

while in the overdoped or FL region it displays a log divergen e.

To better understand the temperature-dependen e of
into

T 1.5 χ′′0d (ω)/ω

and plotted it versus

ω/T

in Fig. 4.4.

dierent temperatures fall on ea h other su h that

9 ≈ 4t/J .

For

0 < ω/T < 4t/J ,

BCS behavior, with

the

χ′0d (ω = 0)

at the QC doping, we looked

When s aled this way, the

T 1.5 χ′′0d (ω)/ω = H(ω/T ) ≈ (ω/T )−1.5

urves deviate from the s aling fun tion

χ′′0d (ω)/ω|ω=0 whi

h is weakly sublinear in
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1/T

H(x)

urves from
for

ω/T &

and show nearly

as shown in the inset. The

urves
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Figure 4.3:

Plots of

χ′0d (ω = 0),

the real part of the bare

frequen y vs. temperature at three

√
B/ T + A ln(ωc /T )

hara teristi

d-wave

pairing sus eptibility, at zero

dopings. The solid lines are ts to

χ′0d (ω = 0) =

δ = 0.05), χ′0d (ω = 0) does not grow
′ (ω = 0) shows power-law
with de reasing temperature. At the riti al doping (δ = δc = 0.15), χ
0d
behavior with B = 0.04 for the 12 site, and B = 0.09 for the 16-site lusters (in both A = 1.04 and
ωc = 0.5). In the overdoped region (δ = 0.25), a log divergen e is found, with B = 0 obtained from
for

T < J.

In the underdoped

ase (

the t.

away from the

δ = 0.05)

(

region (

riti al doping (not displayed) do not show su h a

at low frequen ies,

δ = 0.25) χ′′0d (ω)/ω

χ′′0d (ω)/ω

ollapse. In the underdoped region

goes to zero with de reasing temperature (inset). In the FL

develops a narrow peak at low

ω

of width

ω ≈ TX

and height

∝ 1/T

as

shown in the inset.

4.4

Dis ussion

χ′′0d (ω)/ω
QC lling

reveals details about how the instability takes pla e. The overlapping
ontribute a term

There is also a

T −1.5 H(ω/T )

to

χ′′0d (w)/w

or

√
χ′0d (T ) ∝ 1/ T

urves found at the

as found in Fig. 4.3.

omponent whi h does not s ale, espe ially at low frequen ies. In fa t,

zero frequen y in reases more slowly than
we infer that the

1/T

as expe ted for a FL. From this sublinear

ontribution of the non-s aling part of

weaker than BCS and may

χ′′0d (ω)/ω

ause us to overestimate
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A

χ′′0d (ω)/ω

to the divergen e of

and underestimate

B

at

hara ter,

χ′0d (T )

is

in the ts performed
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√
′ (T ) = 1
dωχ′′0d (w)/w ∝ 1/ T
a s aling fun tion H(ω/T ), orresponding to a ontribution to χ
0d
π
−1.5 (dashed line). On the x-axis,
as found in Fig. 4.3. For ω/T > 9 ≈ (4t/J), H(ω/T ) ≈ (ω/T )
we add the label Ts /T ≈ (4t/J), where Ts represents the energy s ale where urves start deviating
′′ (ω)/ω|
from H . The inset shows the uns aled zero-frequen y result χ
0d
ω=0 plotted versus inverse
Figure 4.4: Plots of

versus

ω/T

at the QC doping (

denotes the dire tion of de reasing temperature. The

urves

oin ide for

temperature.

at the

riti al doping in Fig. 4.3. In addition, if

that in reases like
small

ω

1/T 1.5 ,

so

H(0) = 0.

H(0)

is nite, it would

From Eq. 4.1 we see that the

omes only from states near the Fermi surfa e.

pairing asso iated with

√
χ′0d (T ) ∝ 1/ T

in the pseudogap region (

ontribute a term to

H(0) = 0

ontribution to

χ′′0d (ω)/ω

y when

at

would indi ate that the enhan ed

is due to higher energy states. The vanishing of

δ = 0.05) for small frequen

χ′0d (T )

T → 0 indi

χ′′0d (ω)/ω

ates that around the Fermi

surfa e, the dressed parti les do not respond to a pair eld. Or, perhaps more

orre tly, none are

available for pairing due to the pseudogap depletion of ele tron states around the Fermi surfa e.
Thus, even the strong
super ondu ting phase.

T < TX ,

d-wave

intera tion, seen in Fig. 4.2, is unable to drive the system into a

In the overdoped region,

and the vanishing

Together, the results for

Vd

suppresses

χ0d

and

Vd

χ′′0d (ω)/ω

displays

onventional FL behavior for

Tc .

shed light on the shape of the super ondu ting dome in the

phase diagram found previously [60℄. With in reasing doping, the pairing vertex
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Vd

falls monotoni-

ally. On the other hand,
enhan ed at the

χ′0d (T )

is strongly suppressed in the low doping or pseudogap region and

riti al and higher doping. These fa ts alone

Futhermore, the additional algebrai

divergen e of

χ′0d (T )

ould lead to a super ondu ting dome.

seen in Fig. 4.3

auses the super ondu -

Tc ∝ (Vd B)2 ,

tivity to be enhan ed even more strongly near the QCP where one might expe t

B=

1
π

R

dxH(x),

ompared to the

Similar to the s enario for

with

onventional BCS form in the FL region.

et al.

uprate super ondu tivity suggested by Castellani

nd that the super ondu ting dome is due to

[78℄, we

harge u tuations adja ent to the QCP related to

harge ordering. However, we dier in that we nd the pairing in this region is due to an algebrai
temperature dependen e of the bare sus eptibility
vertex

Vd ,

χ0d

rather than an enhan ed

and that this pairing intera tion is dominated by the spin

Our observation in the Hubbard model oers an experimental a
QCBCS. We use the bare pairing sus eptibility
all the ee ts of quantum

riti ality but not the

χ0

d-wave

hannel.

essible variant of She-Zaanen's

while She-Zaanen use the full

χ,

This de omposition is not possible in numeri al

sin e both quantum

riti ality and pairing originate from the Coulomb intera tion.

al ulations or experiments

χ′′ (ω) ∝ 1/ω α
α = 0),

marginal (

for

Ts < ω < ωc ,

where

α > 0),

or relevant (

vin ity. We nd the same behavior in

Ts ≈ (4t/J)T

and

Experiments

ωc

is an upper

She-Zaanen assume

uto, and that it is irrelevant

(α < 0),

respe tively in the pseudo gap region, FL region and QCP

χ0

and we have the further observation that near the QCP

α = 0.5.
ombining angle-resolved photo emission (ARPES) and inverse photo emission

results, with an energy resolution of roughly
law s aling at the

However, the

riti ality already shows up in the one-parti le quantities, and the spe tra have

dierent behaviors for the three regions around the super ondu ting dome.
that

whi h in ludes

orre tion from the pairing vertex (the pairing glue

is added separately).

ee t of quantum

pairing

J,

ould be used to

onstru t

χ0d

and explore power

riti al doping. Sin e the energy resolution of ARPES is mu h better than inverse

photo emission, it is also interesting to study

χ′′0d (ω)/ω|ω=0 ,

not inverse photo emission.
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whi h only requires ARPES data, but

4.5

Con lusion

Using the DCA, we investigate the
near

riti al doping.

d-wave pairing instability in the two-dimensional Hubbard model

We nd that the pairing intera tion remains dominated by the spin

and is not enhan ed near the
pairing sus eptibility at the

riti al doping. However, we nd a power-law divergen e of the bare
riti al doping, repla ing the

We interpret this behavior by studying the dynami
that s ales like
NFL

hannel

χ′′0d (ω)/ω ∼ T −1.5 H(ω/T ),

where

hara ter of the QCP yields an ele troni

than the FL and pseudogap regions.

onventional BCS logarithmi

behavior.

bare pairing sus eptibility whi h has a part

H(ω/T )

is a universal fun tion. Apparently, the

system that is far more sus eptible to d-wave pairing

We also suggest possible experimental approa hes to exploit

this interesting behavior.
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Chapter 5

Dual Fermion Dynami al Cluster
Approa h for Strongly Correlated
Systems
In this

hapter, I present our re ent generalization of the dual fermion approa h proposed by Rubtsov

et al to the Dynami al Cluster Approximation.

This generalization introdu es a small parameter

in the dual fermion perturbation theory and makes the approa h systemati .
quality of the approa h by using various diagrammati
as a fun tion of the problem size.

te hniques and exploring the

onvergen e

The material presented here has been submitted for publi a-

tion in Physi al Review B. This proje t was done in

ollaboration with Shuxiang Yang, Hartmut

Hafermann, Ka-Ming Tam, Juana Moreno, Thomas Prus hke and Mark Jarrell.
in luded the derivation of the formalism, the parquet approximation
the DMFT dual fermion and a

We illustrate the

ode to

My

ode and the

ross- he k the se ond order approximation

ontribution

al ulation for
al ulations for

the dual fermion DCA.
S.-X. Yang, H. Fotso, H. Hafermann, K.-M. Tam, J. Moreno, T. Prus hke, and M. Jarrell,

Dual

Fermion Dynami al Cluster Approa h for Strongly Correlated Systems, arXiv:1104.3854.

5.1

Introdu tion

Dynami al mean-eld theory [23, 16, 26℄ has been remarkably su
of strongly

orrelated systems dominated by spatially lo al

essful at

orrelations.

apturing the physi s
Su

esses in lude the

des ription of the Mott transition in the Hubbard model, s reening ee ts in the periodi
model, as well as the des ription of

orrelation ee ts in realisti

Anderson

systems [27, 28, 86℄.

Sin e the introdu tion of the Dynami al Mean-Field Approximation (DMFA) there have been
a number of attempts to develop formal extensions around the DMFA that in orporate non-lo al
orre tions.

These in lude

luster extensions of the DMFA, su h as the Dynami al Cluster Ap-
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proximation (DCA) [18, 19, 13℄ or the Cellular Dynami al Mean-Field Theory (CDMFT) [17℄, and
multi-s ale approximations where the DMFA or DCA verti es are used to parameterize two-parti le
eld theories and longer ranged

orrelations

limitations of these theories is that they
for the

an thus be

aptured [88, 89, 90℄.

onverge slowly with the linear

One of the main

Lc ,

luster size

espe ially

al ulation of transition temperatures.

The Dual Fermion (DF) formalism [91, 92℄ is however, distin tly dierent from other

luster

extensions of the DMFA. In the DF formalism, the latti e a tion is rst mapped onto a DF a tion
where the intera tion verti es are the n-body redu ible verti es of the
so the DF formalism provides a

luster. This mapping is exa t,

omplete and exa t formalism for the latti e problem.

the DF formalism has only been explored using the DMFA or the CDMFT as a
However, the CDMFT has the disadvantage in this

Thus far,

luster solver [93℄.

ontext that it violates translational invarian e,

so that the CDMFT verti es, are rank-4 tensors in the spatial or momentum indi es whi h are too
large to be stored and manipulated on most

omputers, espe ially for large

lusters.

Thus in this

manus ript we propose the Dual Fermion Dynami al Cluster approa h (DFDCA), within whi h the
long-ranged

orrelations

an be systemati ally in orporated through DF latti e

al ulation.

Sin e

the DCA preserves the translational invarian e of the latti e system, the DCA two-body verti es are
rank-3 tensors whi h, for modest

luster sizes, will t in the memory of modern

omputers. Another

dieren e with the above mentioned, whi h we will dis uss in detail, is that the small parameter
for the DFDCA is the DF single-parti le Green fun tion, whi h s ales as
being the linear

luster size.

Gd ∼ O(1/Lc )

As a result, perturbation theory on the DF latti e

with

Lc

onverges very

qui kly. Simple se ond order perturbation theory on the DF latti e already yields a DF self-energy
of order

O(1/L3c ) with two-body

orre tions down by an additional fa tor of

approximations are also possible, sin e the, e.g., three-body vertex
energy are small,
in reasing

O(1/L5c ).

luster size, with

Higher order

orre tions to the DFDCA self-

Therefore, the resulting DFDCA formalism
orre tions to the self-energy no larger than
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O(1/L2c ).

onverges very qui kly with

O(1/L5c ).

5.2

Mapping the DCA Formalism to Dual Fermions

We will derive the DFDCA formalism with the example of the Hubbard model. Its Hamiltonian is

H = −
+ U

X

tij (c†iσ cjσ + h.c.),

<ij>

X
(ni↑ − 1/2)(ni↓ − 1/2)

(5.1)

i

where

tij

is the matrix of hopping integrals,

on latti e site

i

with spin

The DMFA, and its
embedding a

K,

k

U

and

D

and sites

and sites

within the

the intra-atomi

repulsion.

i.

We assume that the

I,

luster, of size

Nc = LD
c

ommon idea of

with waveve tors

is embedded in a large but nite-sized latti e of size

In the DCA, the re ipro al spa e of the latti e is divided into

identi al geometry and linear size

K

is the annihilation ( reation) operator for ele trons

luster extensions su h as the DCA, are based upon the

luster in a latti e.

dimensionality

waveve tors

σ,

(†)

ciσ

oarse-graining

∆k .

The

ell

enters are labeled by

ell are labeled with

k̃.

N

Nc

with

ells of

K , and the points surrounding

We will also invoke a dual spa e latti e whi h

is of the same size and geometry as the real latti e.
The a tion for this model is

S[c∗ , c] = −
where

Sloc [c∗i , ci ] is the lo

now Grassmann numbers
hemi al potential,

hk

X

ω,k,σ

c∗ω,k,σ [(iω + µ)1 − hk ]cω,k,σ +

X

Sloc [c∗i , ci ],

al part of the a tion in luding the Hubbard intera tion term,
orresponding to

S[c∗ , c] =

ording to

X

c∗i

and

reation and annihilation operators on the latti e,

the latti e bare dispersion, and

De omposing the waveve tor a

(5.2)

i

k = K + k̃,

ω = (2n + 1)πT

ci

are

µ the

the Matsubara frequen ies.

the latti e a tion be omes

Sloc [c∗i , ci ]

i

−

X

ω,K,k̃,σ

c∗ω,K+k̃,σ [(iω + µ)1 − hK+k̃ ]cω,K+k̃,σ .
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(5.3)

The goal is to express this a tion in terms of the DCA

S

luster

[c∗ , c] =

X

luster problem [94℄

Sloc [c∗I , cI ]

I

−
where

c∗I

and

on the DCA

cI

X

ω,K,σ

c∗ω,K,σ [(iω + µ)1 − hK − ∆(K, iω)]cω,K,σ ,

are now Grassmann numbers

luster, and

∆(K, iω)

is the

subtra t the hybridization fun tion and

X

orresponding to

(5.4)

reation and annihilation operators

luster hybridization fun tion.

To this end, we add and

oarse-grained dispersion, i.e.,

c∗ω,K+k̃,σ [hK + ∆(K, iω)]cω,K+k̃,σ

ω,K,k̃,σ

=

N X ∗
cω,K,σ [hK + ∆(K, iω)]cω,K,σ ,
Nc

(5.5)

ω,K,σ

where the last line follows from the DCA

oarse-graining identity

c∗ω,K,σ cω,K,σ ≡
and the

Nc X ∗
cω,K+k̃,σ cω,K+k̃,σ
N

(5.6)

k̃

oarse-grained dispersion is given by

hK =

Nc X
hK+k̃ .
N

(5.7)

k̃

The DCA
not a

oarse-graining identity preserves the Fermioni

Lie algebra, despite the fa t that it is

anoni al transformation,

n
o
o N Xn
c
c†K,σ , cK ′ ,σ′ =
c†K+k̃,σ , cK ′ +k̃,σ′ = δKσ,K ′ σ′ ,
N

(5.8)

k̃

where the last step follows sin e the
geometry and

oarse graining

ells surrounding

K

and

K′

have the same

ontain the same number of states whi h, therefore, may be labeled with the same
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k̃.

We then obtain

S[c∗ , c] =

X

Sloc [c∗i , ci ]

i

−

X

c∗ω,K+k̃,σ [(iω

ω,K,k̃,σ

−

X

ω,k,σ

+ µ)1 − hK − ∆(K, iω)]cω,K+k̃,σ

c∗ω,k,σ [∆(M (k), iω) + hM (k) − hk ]cω,k,σ .

In the third line of this equation we have introdu ed the fun tion

k

in the DCA momentum

ell to the

luster momentum

M (k) whi

ontained in that

(5.9)

h maps the momentum
ell. Coarse-graining the

rst and the se ond terms on the right hand side of the above equation yields the

k̃,

(5.4). Sin e the latter is independent of

S[c∗ , c] =

X

S

luster a tion

we may write

luster

[c∗ , c]

k̃

−

X

c∗ω,k,σ [∆(M (k), iω)

ω,k,σ

+ hM (k) − hk ]cω,k,σ .

(5.10)

Again, up to this point, we have only re-arranged terms and employed an identity whi h denes

c.

No approximation has been made.
The dual fermions are now introdu ed by means of the following Gaussian identity

Z

exp(−fα∗ aαβ fβ − fα∗ bαβ cβ − c∗α bαβ fβ )Πγ dfγ∗ dfγ

= det(a) exp[c∗α (ba−1 b)αβ cβ ]

(5.11)

for Grassmann variables in the path integral representation for the partition fun tion

Z
To be spe i , we

exp(−S[c∗ , c])D[c∗ , c].

hoose the (diagonal) matri es a

ording to

aω,k,σ = ḡ −2 (M (k), iω)[∆(M (k), iω) + hM (k) − hk ]−1 ;
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(5.12)

bω,k,σ = ḡ −1 (M (k), iω).

where

ḡ

is the single parti le Green fun tion

(5.13)

al ulated on the DCA

luster.

Applying the above

identity to the se ond term in (5.10) yields

∗
fω,k,σ
fω,k,σ

X

ḡ2 (M (k), iω)[∆(M (k), iω) + hM (k) − hk ]
X
∗
+
ḡ −1 (M (k), iω)cω,k,σ + h.c.].
[fω,k,σ
ω,k,σ

(5.14)

ω,k,σ

The essential observation now is that, sin e
se ond line of (5.14) may be

oarse-grained using again the DCA

∗

f ω,K,σ cω,K,σ ≡
As a

ḡ −1 (M (k), iω) ≡ ḡ−1 (K, iω)

X

k̃,

the

oarse-graining identity

Nc X ∗
fω,K+k̃,σ cω,K+k̃,σ .
N

(5.15)

k̃

onsequen e the latti e a tion, Eq. (5.10),

S[c∗ , c; f ∗ , f ] =

is independent of

an be expressed in the form

∗

Srestr [c∗ , c; f , f ]

k̃

+

∗
f
fω,K+
k̃,σ ω,K+k̃,σ

X

ω,K,k̃,σ

(5.16)

ḡ 2 (K, iω)[∆(K, iω) + hK − hk ]

where

∗

Srestr [c∗ , c; f , f ] = S luster [c∗ , c]
X ∗
+
[f ω,K,σ ḡ −1 (K, iω)cω,K,σ + h.c.]

(5.17)

ω,K,σ

is the a tion

restri ted

to the

luster.

The transformation to dual fermions is
freedom

orresponding to

c

and

c∗ .

Sin e

ompleted by integrating out the fermioni

Srestr

is independent of
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k̃,

this

degrees of

an be done individually

for ea h

luster

1
Z

luster

Z

∗

exp(−Srestr [c∗ , c; f , f ])D[c∗ , c]



= exp −

X

ω,K,σ



∗
∗
f ω,K,σ ḡ −1 (K, iω)f ω,K,σ − V [f , f ] .

Eq. (5.18) denes the dual potential whi h

an be obtained by expanding both sides and

(5.18)

omparing

the resulting expressions order by order. It is given by [96℄:

∗

V [f , f ] =

1 X X
4
′
′

X

KK Q ωω Ω σ1 ,σ2 ,σ3 ,σ4
γσ1 ,σ2 ,σ3 ,σ4 (K, K ′ , Q; iω, iω ′ , iΩ)
∗

∗

×f ω+Ω,K+Q,σ1 f ω,K,σ2 f ω′ ,K ′ ,σ3 f ω′ +Ω,K ′ +Q,σ4
+...

where

γ

(5.19)

is the full (redu ible) vertex of the

ontributions involve the

n-body

(for

n > 2)

luster quantum impurity model, and the higher order
redu ible verti es as the bare intera tion. Integrating

out the latti e fermions results in an a tion whi h depends only on the DF degrees of freedom given
by

Sd [f ∗ , f ] = −

where

G0d

X

∗
fωkσ
G0d (k, iω)−1 fωkσ +

kωσ

X

∗

V [f , f ],

(5.20)

k̃

is the bare dual Green fun tion dened by

G0d (k, iω) = −

g(K, iω)2
g(K, iω) + ∆(K, iω) + hK − hk

This quantity together with the dual potential
diagrammati

perturbation

∗

V [f , f ]

(5.21)

provides su ient input for a many-body

al ulation on the dual latti e.
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−1 .

Note that besides the DCA

oarse-graining pro ess introdu ed here, the above derivation is a

natural generalization of the DF DMFA formulation of Rubtsov

5.2.1

et al.

[91℄

Self- onsisten y Condition

In rewriting the latti e a tion in terms of the

luster impurity model in the above derivation, the

DCA hybridization fun tion has been added and subtra ted and hen e is an arbitrary quantity. In
order to x this quantity we impose the

ondition

G0d (K, iω) =

Nc X 0
!
Gd (K + k̃, iω) = 0.
N

(5.22)

k̃

To appre iate the

onsequen es of this

G−1

DCA

whi h

ondition, rst

onsider the DCA latti e Green fun tion

(K + k̃, iω) = (iω + µ)1 − hK+k̃ − Σc (K, iω),

an be expressed in terms of the

(5.23)

luster Green fun tion

ḡ −1 (K, iω) = (iω + µ)1 − hK − Σc (K, iω) − ∆c (K, iω),

(5.24)

as

G−1

DCA

(K + k̃, iω) = ḡ −1 (K, iω) + ∆c (K, iω) + hK − hK+k̃ .

(5.25)

Using the last expression, one may straightforwardly derive the following identity relating the DCA
latti e Green fun tion to the bare dual Green fun tion

Gd,0 (K + k̃, iω) = GDCA (K + k̃, iω) − ḡ(K, iω)
Hen e the above

ondition (5.22) is equivalent to requiring that the

Green fun tion be equal to the Green fun tion of the
the DCA self- onsisten y

ondition.

orre tions are taken into a

(5.26)

oarse-grained DCA latti e

luster impurity model.

This is exa tly

The DCA solution is therefore obtained if no diagrammati

ount and the hybridization is determined su h that (5.22) holds.
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Consequently, we have a perturbation theory around DCA as the starting point.
solution only depends on the

luster momentum K, the dependen e on

k̃

While the DCA

an be introdu ed by

solving the dual problem perturbatively.

5.2.2

S aling of the of Dual Fermion DCA Approa h with Cluster Size

The bare dual Green fun tion is given by

G0d (k, iω) = −
If we introdu e the linear

O(1/Lc ).

luster size

g(K, iω)2
g(K, iω) + ∆(K, iω) + hK − hk

−1 .

(5.27)


Lc through Nc = LD
c , one nds that the term ∆(K, iω) + hK − hk ∼

The small nature of this term for large

Lc should ensure rapid

onvergen e of the DFDCA.

In parti ular, we then have


G0d (k, iω) = −g(K, iω) ∆(K, iω) + hK − hk g(K, iω)
+O(1/L2c ),

(5.28)

i.e. the bare dual Green fun tion also s ales like

G0d (k, iω) ∼ O(1/Lc ).

(5.29)

Applying the standard tools to the DF a tion, one as usual obtains the formal expression

Gd (k, iω) = G0d (k, iω) + G0d (k, iω)Td (k, iω)G0d (k, iω),

for the full DF Green fun tion

Gd (k, iω),

Td (k, iω)

of the dual system is introdu ed.

O(1/L3c ),

i.e. we

(5.30)

where the redu ible self-energy or s attering matrix
We will show later, that

Td (k, iω)

will be at most

an infer the s aling

Gd (k, iω) ∼ O(1/Lc )
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(5.31)

for the full DF Green fun tion, too.
On e the DF Green fun tion is known, one

an re onstru t the real latti e Green fun tion as

G(k, iω) = g(K, iω)−2 ∆(K, iω) + hK − hk
−1
+ ∆(K, iω) + hK − hk
.
As

G(k, iω)

−2

Gd (k, iω)
(5.32)

is the Green fun tion of the real latti e, it should s ale as

G(k, iω) ∼ O(1)
with respe t to any length s ale.

(5.33)

On the other hand, for the two terms on the right hand side in

(5.32) we nd

g(K, iω)−2 ∆(K, iω) + hK − hk

−2

Gd (k, iω) ∼ O(Lc )

(5.34)

and

∆(K, iω) + hK − hk
Thus, the two
order

O(Lc )

terms must

−1

∼ O(Lc ) .

(5.35)

an el ea h other. To verify this requirement, we insert the zeroth

ontribution of the dual Green fun tion into the original Green fun tion, and after some

algebra we indeed obtain

with a

G(k, iω) ∼ g(K, iω) ∼ O(1),

(5.36)

∆G(k, iω) ∼ Td (k, iω).

(5.37)

orre tion given by

Therefore, the

orre tion to the real Green fun tion through the DF approa h s ales the same way

as the dual self-energy.
Presently, the dual potential Eq. (5.19) still

ontains an innite hierar hy of verti es.

previous dis ussion now provides a very important insight into the
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The

ontributions of these verti es to

n-body

a perturbation expansion: Ea h
fun tion lines.

O(1).

order

to

In the parameter region away from a

insertion is of order

Green

O(1/Lc ),

i.e. ea h dual spa e
e intera tion, of

tion, and so on. This means that the two-body

ontribution

expli itly shown in Eq. (5.19), will a tually dominate and low-order perturbation theory will

be su ient to a

5.2.3

n

riti al point the dual potential will be of

O(1/L2c ) when it involves the two-body dual spa

O(1/L3c ) for the three-body intera

V,

insertion will involve a vertex and

As noted before, the dual Green fun tion is of order

diagrammati
order

diagrammati

urately

apture the

orre tions to the DCA from the DF latti e.

Mapping Ba k from the Dual-Fermion to the Real Latti e

The relation of the real fermion Green fun tion to the dual Green fun tion has been been established
in Eq. (5.32).

This is an exa t relation whi h follows by taking the fun tional derivative of two

equivalent fun tionals.

They are linked through the same Gaussian identity that has been used

to introdu e the dual fermions (Eq.
relations between higher order

(5.11)).

Higher order derivatives then allow us to derive

umulants. From this re ipe, we nd the following relation between

the two-parti le redu ible vertex fun tions

d
Fk,k′ ,q;iω,iω′ ,iΩ = T (k + q, iω + iΩ)T (k, iω) Fk,k
′ ,q;iω,iω ′ ,iΩ

× T (k′ , iω ′ )T (k′ + q, iω ′ + iΩ)

(5.38)

in dual and real spa e, where

Gd (k, iω)
G(k, iω)(∆(K, iω) + hK − hk )ḡ(K, iω)
= −[1 + ḡ(K, iω)Σd (k, iω)]−1 .

T (k, iω) =

(5.39)

Similar relations hold for many-parti le vertex fun tions. With the help of the two-parti le vertex
fun tion we

an now express the

(5.39) it follows that

T (k, iω)

orresponding sus eptibility as

is always nite, a divergen e of

transition in real spa e, ne essarily
fermion spa e.

χ = χ0 + χ0 F χ0 .

χ,

Sin e from Eq.

signaling an instability or phase

orresponds to an instability in the quantity

Fd

in the dual

In order to lo ate the instabilities, it is hen e su ient to sear h for a divergen e
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of the Bethe-Salpeter equation in the dual spa e.

For the spe ial

orre tions to the dual self-energy and vertex are taken into a
DFDCA and DCA would produ e the same phase diagram.
produ e results whi h are more realisti
ranged

5.3

ase when no diagrammati

ount,

T (k, iω) = −1

In general

ases, the DFDCA will

than DCA does due to the in lusion of additional long-

orrelations from the dual fermion latti e

al ulation.

Dual Fermion Diagrams

In the DFDCA formalism, the DF Green fun tion is
small parameter in diagrammati

O((t/U )/Lc ).

In the weak

t/U ,[96℄

oupling limit, the Green fun tion remains

Ea h two-body diagrammati

insertion,

fermion Green fun tion legs, then s ales like
weak and strong

.f. Eq. (5.29)), i.e. it a ts as the
oupling limit, the Green

so ea h Green fun tion leg

are now small, with the two-body vertex behaving like
and so on.

O(1/Lc )(

expressions. In addition, in the strong

fun tion is proportional to the hopping

O(U/t),

ontributes a fa tor of

O(1/Lc ),

additional fa tors

or

Figure 5.1: Lowest order

t3

O(1/L2c ),

in the weak and strong

or

insertion,

O(1/L3c )

t2

in the

omposed
with an

oupling limits, respe tively.

ontributions to the dual fermion self-energy from the two-body intera tion

verti es depend only upon the small

The boundary

U

with an additional fa tor of

(left) and to the two-body intera tion from the three-body term (right).

and are therefore zero a

O(U 2 ),

omposed of a two-body vertex and two dual

oupling limits, respe tively. Ea h three-body diagrammati

U2

but the verti es

the three-body vertex like

of a three-body vertex and three dual fermion Green fun tion legs, s ales like

order

and both

luster

K,

Sin e the bare n-body

the dual Green fun tion line may be

oarse-grained

ording to Eq. (5.22).

ondition Eq. (5.22) also

onstraints the diagrammati s. For example, the rst-

ontribution to the dual self-energy from the 2-body intera tion is the Hartree-Fo k

bution shown in Fig. 5.1. Sin e the vertex depends only upon the small
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luster

K,

ontri-

the dual Green

fun tion line may be

oarse-grained. The result is zero by virtue of Eq. (5.22). Physi ally, this term

must be zero sin e the Hartree term is lo al and therefore already in luded in the
tion to the self-energy. Therefore, the rst nite
from the se ond order graph whi h
higher order
smaller.

luster

ontribu-

ontribution to the dual fermion self-energy

omes

ontains three dual-fermion Green fun tion lines. This and all

ontributions des ribed by the S hwinger-Dyson equation already are of

O(1/L3c ),

or

Therefore, the fully dressed DF Green fun tion retains the s aling of the bare DF Green

fun tion

Gd (k, iω) ∼ O(1/Lc )

(5.40)

as already anti ipated earlier.
Similarly, the rst-order 3-body

ontribution to the dual two-body vertex, also shown in Fig. 5.1,

is zero. To see this, suppose the top leg is labeled by momentum
of the 3-body vertex does not depend upon

k̃,

k = K + k̃.

Sin e the remainder

we may freely sum over this label. Again, the result

is then zero through Eq. (5.22).
As the

luster size be omes large, the DFDCA

luster problem may be a

urately solved using

low order perturbation theory, keeping only the 2-body intera tion vertex.

As des ribed above,

two-body vertex insertion

ontributes an extra fa tor of

ontributes an extra fa tor of

O(1/L3c ).

O(1/L2c ),

It is therefore possible to use standard perturbation theory

based on a two-body vertex to solve the dual-fermion DCA
turns out to be at least of

while three-body vertex insertion

luster problem, with an a

O(1/L5c ).

For example, simple se ond order perturbation theory yields a self-energy
orre tions,
extra fa tor

3-body verti es.
three-body

O(1/L3c ).

omposed of a two-body vertex and two further Green fun tion legs will

O(1/L2c ) .

The rst three-body

ontribution is the se ond order graph

It has ve internal Green fun tion legs, and is of order

O(1/L5c )

orre tion is smaller than the simple se ond order DF self-energy

verti es by a fa tor of

O(1/L2c ).

Self

Two-body

ontribute an

omposed of

two

so that the rst

omposed of 2-body

onsisten y, as needed to impose the boundary

Eq. (5.22) is more important for the self-energy than higher order or three-body
As another example,

ura y whi h

ondition

ontributions.

onsider the equation for a transition, in the pairing matrix formalism (as
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illustrated in Fig. 5.2)

Γd χ0d Φ = Φ
where

Φ

A transition is indi ated by the

χ0d

are not dressed by the DF self-energy.

ase the transition temperatures of the DCA are reprodu ed (e.g., see Fig. 5.3).
orre tions to the DCA

ome from the se ond order

two DF Green fun tion legs and are therefore

O(1/L2c ).

χ0d ≈ G0d (1 + Σd G0d + · · ·)G0d , and thus the lowest
se ond order

The low order

orre tion is

O(1/L4c ).

ontributions to

Therefore, the

In

The lowest

orre tions to the vertex, whi h

orre tions to the vertex are more important than the se ond-order

self-energy when the DCA

Γd ≈ γ

To lowest order, the irredu ible DF vertex

is just the bare DF intera tion, and the legs in

order

Γd χ0d .

is the leading eigenve tor of the pairing matrix

orresponding eigenvalue approa hing one.

this

(5.41)

ross

ontain

χ0d

are

hannel

orre tions to the

luster size is large. We note that this is not only true for the DFDCA,

but also for the DFDMFA in the strong

oupling limit where the small parameter

t/U

repla es

1/Lc .

Furthermore, higher order approximations su h as the ladder approximation that do not in lude
these

ross

hannel

of large DCA

ontributions are not appropriate for the solution of the DF latti e in the limit

luster size or small

t/U .

Γd

a

Φ

=

Φ
γ

b

c

≈

Γd

≈
Tc .

+

+
γ

γ

Σ

Figure 5.2: (a) Equation for

γ

γ

γ

+

γ

+ O(1/L3c )

O(1/L4c )

Transition temperatures on the DF latti e are identi al to those

al ulated on the real latti e. (b) The low order
se ond order terms are of the order

O(1/L2c ) with

orre tions to the DF irredu ible vertex
orre tions

O(1/L4c ).

self-energy. It is dominated by the se ond-order term whi h is of the order

O(1/L5c ).

The self-energy adds

the most important
ontributions to

orre tions to

χ0d

of order

ontributions to the equation for

Γd .
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Tc

O(1/L4c )

Γd .

The

( ) Contributions to the DF

O(1/L3c ) with

orre tions

(see the text for the detail), so

ome from the se ond-order

ross

hannel

Higher order approximations for
whi h in lude the
fa t, the FLEX

ross

hannel

Tc ,

like the u tuation-ex hange approximation (FLEX) [95℄,

ontributions to

Γd

should on the other hand be quite a

ontains all diagrams to se ond order.

is of third order and would

ontribute a

orre tion

urate. In

The rst diagram negle ted by the FLEX

O(1/L5c )

to the self-energy or

O(1/L4c )

to the

verti es.

5.4

Results

In this se tion, we will present numeri al results from the DFDCA

al ulation. We will restri t the

dis ussion to a 2D Hubbard model on the square latti e without next-nearest neighbor hopping.
Thus, for half-lling we expe t strong antiferromagneti
magneti

T =0

transition in DCA. As the Mermin-Wagner theorem prohibits long-range order ex ept for

in this

To

orrelations, whi h will drive an antiferro-

ase, we expe t strong renormalizations of

he k the

TN

from DFDCA.

orre tness of our implementation of the DFDCA approa h, we rst

al ulations with the

orre tion from the dual-fermion latti e turned o. For this trivial

arry out
ase, one

expe ts DFDCA to reprodu e the same physi s as DCA. Fig. 5.3 displays the leading eigenvalues
for dierent

luster sizes at lling

hni = 0.95

for the antiferromagneti

luster size, both the DFDCA and the DCA leading eigenvalues

hannel. Note that for ea h

ross the line

λ=1

temperature, whi h is the mean-eld Néel temperature, and that with in reasing
de reases, as expe ted.

at the same

luster size

TN

It is also interesting to note that the DFDCA provides a sensitive way

to monitor the nite-temperature transitions sin e the DFDCA leading eigenvalues have a steeper
slope when

rossing the

λ=1

line.

For the non-trivial DFDCA
the Néel temperature sin e
fermion

al ulation, we expe t to see for a xed

orrelations beyond the

luster size a redu tion of

luster s ale are now in orporated by the dual

al ulation. For the dual fermion latti e, we employ dierent approximation s hemes: the

self- onsistent se ond-order perturbation theory (SOPT), FLEX and the parquet approximation
(PA) [20℄. The results are
The simple se ond-order

olle ted in Fig. 5.4, where the power of DFDCA manifests itself

learly.

orre tion from the self-energy is already able to redu e the Néel temper-

ature by ten per ent. Taking into a

ount more Feynman diagrams with higher orders, for example
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Nc=8
Nc=12
Nc=16
Nc=8, dual
Nc=12, dual
Nc=16, dual

1

λAF

0.8
0.6

1.1

0.4

1

0.2

0.9

0

0.1

0.2

0.06
0.3

0.07

0.08
0.4

0.5

T/4t
Figure 5.3: Plots of leading eigenvalues for dierent
with
for

U = 6t

lusters with sizes

luster sizes for the anti-ferromagneti

hni = 0.95. Lines without
Nc = 8, 12 and 16, while lines

and lling

al ulation without self-energy

orre tion.

symbols are results from DCA

with symbols are results from the DFDCA

For the latter, we have used a linear size of the dual

N = L × L, L ∼ 200).

fermion latti e as large as several hundreds (
around the transition point. Note that both

hannel

al ulation

The inset is an enlarged view

al ulations produ e the same transition temperatures

as expe ted.

by FLEX or PA,

ontinues to redu e the Néel temperature.

However, the in lusion of vertex

re tion tends to in rease the Néel temperature again. For example, the eigenvalues labeled
are

al ulated with a bare DF vertex and FLEX dressed legs, while those labeled

are

al ulated with both FLEX dressed legs and vertex (see b and

up to se ond-order in bare dual fermion vertex

in Fig.

for an

ΣFLEX

ΣFLEX + ΓFLEX

5.2 for

ontributions

γ ).

Up to now we have only dis ussed the leading eigenvalues of the vertex. Of
also allows to

or-

ourse, the DFDCA

al ulate the full sus eptibility from the Bethe-Salpeter equation. Two typi al results

Nc = 2 × 2

DCA

luster are shown in Fig. 5.5 as fun tion of temperature for

U = 8t.

In

the left panel, the inverse staggered sus eptibility for half lling is displayed, while the right one
ontains results for the inverse
omputational
fermion

d-wave pairing sus

ost for the parquet

al ulation.

Although

eptibility at a lling

hni = 0.95.

Due to the heavy

al ulation, we here only used the SOPT and FLEX in our dual

Lc = 2

is not really large, the DFDCA is still able to signi antly

redu e the mean-eld Néel and abnormally large super ondu ting transition temperatures.
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It is

DCA
Σd=0

1

λAF

(2)

Σ
ΣFLEX
ΣPA
ΣFLEX+ΓFLEX
ΣPA+ΓPA

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.08

0.06

0.1

0.12

0.14

T/4t
Figure 5.4: Plots of leading eigenvalues for the anti-ferromagneti
dierent approximate methods in the dual-fermion

hni = 1, Nc = 1

and

al ulation.

hannel. They are

al ulated with

The parameters used are

quite interesting to note, that for the anti-ferromagneti

hannel at half-lling, SOPT and FLEX

produ e similar results, both being dierent from the DCA results. The ee t of vertex
is small in this

U = 4t,

N = 4 × 4.

ase. For the

d-wave

pairing sus eptibility at

hni = 0.95,

orre tion

on the other hand, SOPT

in dual spa e makes almost no dieren e from the DCA results, but the FLEX tends to signi antly
redu e the pairing sus eptibility.

Again, the in lusion of vertex

i.e. leads to a slight in rease of the

orre tion has the adverse ee t,

riti al temperatures.

In the derivation of DFDCA approa h, we have assumed that the dual fermion latti e size is
innite.

However, in pra ti al

omputational

L (N = L × L)

al ulations, the size is limited due to the algebrai

ost. This results in some deviations from the innite size system. Fig. 5.6 shows the
dependen e of the leading eigenvalues for dierent DCA

dependen e of the leading eigenvalues on
boundary

a

1/L2

onditions used in the dual-fermion

omputational

in rease of the

ost of our

L=∞

The ni e linear

an be readily observed. This is due to the periodi
al ulation.

al ulation by using two small

urate approximation of the

lusters.

result.
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This property allows us to redu e the

L′ s

and extrapolating to obtain a rather

3

Σd=0
(2)

Σ
(2)
(2)
Σ +Γ
ΣFLEX
ΣFLEX+ΓFLEX

0.1

χAF

2

-1

χp

-1

1

0.05

<n>=0.95

<n>=1.0
0
0

0.04

0.08

0

0.02

T/4t

and d-wave pairing sus eptibilities

dierent approximate methods in the dual fermion

5.5

0

T/4t

Figure 5.5: Plots of the inverse anti-ferromagneti

and

0.04

al ulation.

al ulated with

The parameters used are

U = 8t

Nc = 4.

Dis ussion

The dual fermion mapping as dis ussed in se tion 5.2 is exa t, and the approximation is made only
when performing the diagrammati

al ulation for the dual fermion latti e. Justied by the s aling

behavior of the Green fun tion, it su es to
order perturbation theory.
through the dual fermion
diagrammati

onsider the 2-body term of the intera tion and use low

Correlations beyond the DCA
al ulation on the latti e.

luster size are systemati ally restored

In this sense, the DFDCA

an be seen as a

expansion around DCA. This is manifested in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 where we see that

not in luding the dual fermion self-energy and vertex
temperature. When these

orre tions reprodu es the DCA transition

orre tions are in luded, we observe a systemati

transition temperature resulting in a more realisti

value of the

suppression of the DCA

riti al temperature. This is

learly

seen in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5.
The DFDCA has the additional advantage in that it is parameterized by the full (redu ible)
vertex fun tion
the

al ulated on the DCA

al ulation of the

luster.

Other multi-s ale methods[88, 89, 90℄ rely upon

luster irredu ible or fully irredu ible verti es. As dis ussed in the appendix,

inverting the Bethe-Salpeter equation to obtain the irredu ible vertex, whi h is the rst step in the
al ulation of the fully irredu ible vertex, fails in some parameter regions, espe ially for large
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U

or

0.9

Nc=1, β=8.3
Nc=4, β=22
Nc=16, β=13

λAF

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5
0

0.01

0.02

1/L

0.03

2

L dependen e of the leading eigenvalues for dierent DCA lusters. The parameters
2 an be readily
used are U = 8t, hni = 1, Σdual = 0 and β = 4t/T . The ni e linear dependen e of 1/L
Figure 5.6: The

observed, whi h is due to the periodi

boundary

onditions used in the dual-fermion

al ulation.

near half lling. This di ulty is avoided in DFDCA.
The dual fermion mapping also assumes that the dual fermions are treated on an innitely
large latti e.

In pra ti e however, they are treated on a nite-size latti e.

That nite-size s aling

behavior observed in Fig. 5.6 is used to extrapolate to the innite-size latti e and it
to a redu tion of the
Note that in the

omputational

ost in the dual fermion latti e

al ulation.

al ulations presented here, we have not performed the full self- onsisten y

where the dual fermion result is used to determine the DCA
into the DCA

an also lead

al ulation until

onvergen e.

luster hybridization that is fed ba k

However, this rst iteration already produ es more

satisfa tory values for the Néel temperature as well as the d-wave super ondu ting temperature. We
an anti ipate that the full self- onsisten y will further improve the performan e of this approa h.

5.6

Con lusion

We have designed a new multi-s ale many body approa h, the DFDCA, by

ombining the DCA

and the re ently introdu ed dual fermion formalism. The DFDCA uses both single and two parti le
quantities

al ulated in DCA as the input and dierent self- onsistent diagrammati
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approximations

1

charge
p-p
spin

0.8

λ

0.6
0.4 Nc=1, U=6t, <n>=0.95

β=4
0.2
0
-20

Figure 5.7:

-10

-15

-5

0

νm

5

10

15

20

The external frequen y dependen e of the leading eigen-values (LEV's) for dierent

hannels. Note that the LEV for
divergen e of the irredu ible

iν = 0

harge

hannel goes a ross one, whi h is responsible for the

harge vertex in the low frequen y region.

The parameters used are:

Nc = 1, U = 6t, β = 4t/T = 4, hni = 0.95.

an be used in the dual fermion latti e
orrelation ignored during the DCA

al ulation, whi h systemati ally restores the long-ranged

al ulation.

Our numeri al experiments show that the original DCA results
orre tion from the dual fermion latti e
diagrammati
fermion latti e

an be reprodu ed when the

al ulation is turned o. We applied dierent self- onsistent

methods, self- onsistent 2nd-order, FLEX and parquet approximation, on the dual
al ulations and they all improved the DCA

al ulation by redu ing the mean-eld

Néel temperature to a lower temperatures by dierent amounts. In addition, the abnormally large
super ondu ting transition temperature

5.7

an be redu ed by this approa h as well.

Inability to Extra t the Irredu ible Vertex Fun tions

In this appendix, we will show that the

onventional two-parti le formalism breaks down in some

paremeter regions due to the inability to extra t the irredu ible vertex fun tions.
approa h is parameterized by the redu ible

luster vertex, whi h may always be

Sin e the DF

al ulated, while

other multis ale apprao hes are parameterized by the irredu ible or fully irre u ible verti es, this
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breakdown further justies the DF based methods.
Conventional two-parti le formalisms rely upon either the redu ible or the irredu ible verti es

F

(

or

Γ)

[20℄. They are related by the well-known Bethe-Salpeter equation:

F = Γ + Γχ0 F.

Given that the bare sus eptibility,

χ0 ,

al ulate the other. For example, F

is known, the knowledge of either one of them is enough to

an be expressed as

F (Q)P,P ′ =

A divergen e in F, and then in

χ sin

(5.42)

e

Γ(Q)P,P ′
.
1 + Γ(Q)P,P ′ χ0 (Q)P ′

(5.43)

χ = χ0 + χ0 ∗ F ∗ χ0 , denotes a se

ond-order phase transition,

whi h is used to identify the boundary lines in the phase diagram.
By inverting the above Bethe-Salpeter equation, we

an write formally the irredu ible vertex in

terms of the full vertex and bare sus eptibility as

Γ(Q)P,P ′ =

F (Q)P,P ′
.
1 + F (Q)P,P ′ χ0 (Q)P ′

(5.44)

Note that the above equation involves the inversion of a matrix. We would thus expe t to en ounter
similar situation as in solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation. Namely,
parameter region. And the region of

onvergen e for this equation

where the leading eigenvalue (LEV) for
LEV's for dierent

F (Q)P,P ′ χ0 (Q)P ′

hannels, see Fig. 5.7. The LEV for the

Γ

ould be divergent in some

an be dened by the boundary

be omes equal to one.

iν = 0

harge

So we

al ulate

hannel, the most singular

hannel and frequen y, approa hes one for some set of parameters, and we see that the divergen e
happens for the irredu ible vertex (not shown here).
other

For this set of parameters, LEV's for all the

hannel are less than one.

Sin e this divergen e exists already at high temperatures and only for strong enough intera tion, it is not likely to be driven by the temperature, but instead by the intera tion.
temperature, as we in rease the intera tion, we

For a xed

an observe the LEV's in reasing ni ely (Fig. 5.8).
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Figure 5.8: The U-dependen e of the leading eigen-values for dierent DCA
shows the DCA

luster size dependen e of the

rossing the unity. The parameters used are:

It suggests that there is a
At half-lling, this

Uc

riti al

U,

riti al U determined from the leading eigen-value

β = 4t/T = 4, hni = 1.

above whi h we

is about 1.35 for the innite

DCA and nite-size simulation (FSS) results
from dierent dire tions. This is

luster sizes. The inset

annot invert the Bethe-Salpeter equation.

luster size limit.

Also note that in Fig.

onverge to the same innite

luster size limit result

onsistent with the fa t that DCA tends to over-estimate the

relation, while FSS tends to under-estimate the

5.8,

orrelation, so that DCA and FSS results

or-

onverge

omplementarily.
So far, we are not able to nd out a physi al explanation for the existen e of

Uc .

Nevertheless, this

inability to extra t the irredu ible vertex renders two-parti le approa hes based on the irredu ible or
even fully irredu ible vertex questionable, and partially explains the di ulty of doing the parquet
approximation

al ulation [20℄. However, sin e in our proposed DFDCA s heme, we do not need to

invert the Bethe-Salpeter equation and thus do not have this problem, this new approa h is more
promising than others in this sense.
the

luster irredu ible vertex

Γc

This breakdown does not invalidate the approa h of using

in DCA (or impurity irredu ible vertex in DMFA) to

phase transition temperatures, be ause

Γc

is only impli itly needed and
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al ulate the

an be avoided by using

another form of Bethe-Salpeter equation to

Flattice =

instead of the

al ulate the latti e redu ible vertex

Fc
1 − Fc (χ̄0 − χ0,c )

(5.45)

Γc
1 − Γc χ̄0

(5.46)

onventional one [28, 13℄

Flattice =

One

an also thus

to the DFDCA

onstru t the pairing matrix as

al ulation when

M = Fc (χ̄0 −χ0,c ), whi

orre tions from dual fermion latti e

88

h is exa tly

orresponding

al ulation are turned o.
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Appendix A: Newton's Method for the
Parquet Formalism
One way to approa h the instability of the self- onsistent iterations of the parquet formalism in
the order to rea h lower temperature is to implement Newton's method for nonlinear equations and
take advantage of the existing well optimized libraries.
The verti es

F

and

Γ

in all

the number of frequen ies and
a
be

ross the

hannels are

nc

3−D

arrays of size

the number of sites in the

n3t

where

luster.

nt = nc × nf ; nf

The arrays are distributed

omputer with respe t to the third index, resulting in lo al arrays of size

onvenient to think of these arrays as expanded

1−D

being

n2t .

It

an also

arrays. Our goal is to solve the following

two equations:

Bethe-Salpeter equation:

with

Φ

where

F =Γ+Φ

(47)

Φ = F ∗ χ0 ∗ Γ

(48)

is dened by:

χ0

is the bare bubble given by the produ t of two Green's fun tion lines.

Parquet equation:
Γ = Λ + Φ(1) + Φ(2) = Λ + SΦ

where

Φ(1)

and

Φ(2)

are the rotated matri es obtained from
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Φ

(49)

given by Eq

52.

S

is a large sparse

matrix that serves the purpose of performing the rotations on
Note that it is not ne essary to have an expli it form for
needed. These equations

this problem

f (x) = 0

Φ and produ

S.

ing the parquet equation.

Only the result of the operation is

an be rewritten as;

−F + Γ + Φ = 0

(50)

−Γ + Λ + SΦ = 0

(51)

Φ = F × χ0 × Γ

(52)

an be reformulated as a a single nonlinear equation:

Where

x

is a giant

ombination of the above

3

olumn ve tor

ombining the variables

F, Γ

and

Φ; f

is the

equations.

This problem is then solved in the usual way.

1. Guess initial solution

x0 .

This step was found to be very important as the temperature is lowered or the Coulomb
intera tion is in reased.

As the divergen e is approa hed,

we found it useful to use the

solution of the previous run to initialize the next lower temperature. However, this approa h
does not solve the instability problem be ause the steps be ome in reasingly small, making it
unpra ti al to rea h low temperatures.

2. Solve the following linear equation for

δx:

J ∗ δx = f (x)
Where

J

is the Ja obian matrix dened by:

Jij =

δf (xi )
δxj

(54)

This step is solved using any of the existing well optimized linear solver su h as

BICG

(53)

[97℄,

BICG − Stab

[68℄,...The Ja obian
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[67℄,

an be approximated by a nte dieren e

method or

al ulated on the spy every time it is needed [98℄.

3. update the solution by

x1 = x0 + δx

In this step, we used the so- alled line-sear h te hnique to improve the

4.

al ulate the residual

5. iterate until

onvergen e.

f (x)

onvergen e to a desired a

In this approa h, the ve tor

x

ura y.

made of matrix elements of

F, Γ

and

P hi

is very large and so the

work spa e required by the linear solver is prohibitively expensive for relatively large problem sizes.
As a solution to this problem, Ed D'Azevedo proposed that we
of the

Φ

ould rewrite the problem in terms

variables.

The Ja obian of the equations

an be written as the

3 × 3:







 −I I

 0 −I


δΦ
δF

So that the linear equation to solve

δΦ
δΓ

an be written as:



 −I I

 0 −I


δΦ
δF

I   δF 


 δΓ 
S 




−I
δΦ

δΦ
δΓ





I   δF   rF

 

 
S 
  δΓ  =  rΓ

 
−I
δΦ
rΦ

Where the dierent terms in the matrix are

mt × mt

rF, rΓrΦ

51,

are the residuals of equations



50,

matri es;








mt = 4 × n t

and

I

is the identity.

52 respe tively.

This form is equivalent to:

δF = δΓ + δΦ − rF

(55)

δΓ = +SδΦ − rΓ

(56)

δΦ
δΦ
δF +
δΓ − δΦ = rΦ
δF
δΓ
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(57)

(1) and (3)

an be

ombined into:

δΦ
δΦ
(δΓ + δΦ − rF ) +
∗ δΓ − δΦ = rΦ
δF
δΓ

(58)

δΦ δΦ
δΦ
δΦ
+
)δΓ + (
− I)δΦ = rΦ +
rF
δF
δΓ
δF
δF

(59)

Whi h is equivalent to:

(

Inserting the value of

(

δΓ,

one gets:

δΦ δΦ
δΦ
δΦ
+
)(SδΦ − rΓ) + (
− I)δΦ = rΦ +
rF
δF
δΓ
δF
δF

(60)

After rearranging, we obtain:

[(

δΦ
δΦ
δΦ δΦ
δΦ δΦ
+
)S + (
− I)]δΦ = rΦ +
rF + (
+
)rΓ
δF
δΓ
δF
δF
δF
δΓ

This is the equation we
need to in lude

F

and

Γ

an solve for

Φ.

It redu e the memory requirement by eliminating the

in the nonlinear equation. On e we have

and iterate the pro ess until

(61)

Φ,

we

an then update

F

and

Γ

onvergen e following the steps mentioned previously.

This approa h makes it possible to rea h lower temperature that the dire t iterative approa h
but is relatively ine ient due to the fa t the the

onvergen e be omes very dependent on the

initial guess and that the Ja obian is prohibitively big and
problem sizes.

This for es us to

an not be stored in memory for large

al ulate it on the y every time it is needed and this pro ess is

omputationally very expensive.
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Appendix B: Dual Fermion Potential
Derivation
The dual fermion approa h integrates out the latti e degrees of freedom and leaves an a tion in
terms of the dual fermions degrees of freedom.

This a tion

an then be studied using Feynman

diagrams. In this appendix I derive t the potential or intera tion between dual fermion degrees of
freedom. This derivation is a straight forward generalization to the DCA of the DMFT derivation
of Ref [96℄. For the Hubbard model, the latti e a tion is given by:

X

S [c∗ , c] =

c∗ω,k,σ [iω + µ − hk ] cω,k,σ +

ω,k,σ

As shown in Chapter 5, this

X

Sloc [c∗ , c]

(62)

i

an be rewritten as:

S[c∗ , c] =

X

S

luster

[c∗ , c]

k̃

−

X

c∗ω,k,σ [∆(M (k), iω)

ω,k,σ

+ hM (k) − hk ]cω,k,σ .

(63)

The partition fun tion is given by:

Z=

Z

exp (−S[c∗ , c]) D[c∗ , c]

(64)

We will now use the following Gaussian identity for Grassman variables on the se ond term of the
a tion above:




exp c∗α bαβ a−1 βγ bγδ cδ =

1
det [a]

Z

exp (−fα∗ aαβ fβ + fα∗ bαβ cβ + c∗α bαβ fβ ) D[f ∗ , f ]
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(65)

a

and

b

are not uniquely dened. Following Rubtsov et al

[91℄, we will

hoose them as follows:

aω,k,σ = ḡ −2 (M (k), iω)[∆(M (k), iω) + hM (k) − hk ]−1 ;
and

(66)

bω,k,σ = ḡ −1 (M (k), iω).

ḡ

being the single parti le Green's fun tion

(67)

al ulated on the DCA

luster.

This results in the

following form for the a tion:

S[c∗ , c; f ∗ , f ] =

X

∗

Srestr [c∗ , c; f , f ]

k̃

+

X

∗
f
fω,K+
k̃,σ ω,K+k̃,σ

ω,K,k̃,σ

where

Srestr ,

the a tion

restri ted

(68)

ḡ 2 (K, iω)[∆(K, iω) + hK − hk ]

to the

luster is dened by:

∗

Srestr [c∗ , c; f , f ] = S luster [c∗ , c]
X ∗
+
[f ω,K,σ ḡ −1 (K, iω)cω,K,σ + h.c.]

(69)

ω,K,σ

Integrating out the

c

ele trons allows us to dene the dual fermion potential

V

a

ording to the

following:

Z



i
i
h
h

X
∗
∗
∗
 (70)
f ω,K,σ g−1
exp −Srestr c∗ , c, f , f D [c∗ , c] = Zcluster exp −
ω f ω,K,σ + V f K , f K
ω,σ,K

Writing the exponential on the left hand-side in the form:

i
 h
∗
∗
−1
f
exp (−Scluster [c∗ , c]) exp − fω,K,σ
g −1
c
+
c
g
ω,K,σ ω,K ω,K,σ
ω,K ω,K,σ
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(71)

A term by term identi ation

an then be performed after the se ond exponential is expanded. We

use the following denitions:

g12 = − hc1 c∗2 icluster

(72)

χ1234 = hc1 c∗2 c3 c∗4 icluster

(73)

(4)

(6)

χ123456 = − hc1 c∗2 c3 c∗4 c5 c∗6 icluster

(74)

Where the numbers 1,2,3,4,...are

ompound indi es in luding momentum, frequen y and spin. For

simpli ity, we will drop the bar in

c, c∗ , f , f

∗

and

g.

The exponential yields:

∞
X
n
(−1)n  ∗
fω,K,σ gω−1 cω,K,σ + c∗ω,K,σ gω−1 fω,K,σ
n!
n=0

(75)

Sin e ea h odd order yields 0 in the Grassman variable integral, only even orders survive.

As a

result, the above is rewritten as:

∞
X

n=0,neven

n
1  ∗
fω,K,σ gω−1 cω,K,σ + c∗ω,K,σ gω−1 fω,K,σ
n!

(76)

The rst term of the integral is:

2 E
1 D ∗ −1
−1
=
f1 g12 c2 + c∗1 g12
f2
2
cluster
1 ∗ −1
−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
f g c2 f3∗ g34
c4 + f1∗ g12
c2 c∗3 g34
f4 + c∗1 g12
f2 f3∗ g34
c4 + c∗1 g12
f2 c∗3 g34
f4
2 1 12

(77)

cluster

Sin e we are in the normal state, only the se ond and third terms are non-zero after the integral
and produ e

2 E
1 D ∗ −1
−1
=
f1 g12 c2 + c∗1 g12
f2
2
cluster

1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1
g12 g34 hc2 c∗3 icluster f1∗ f4 + g12
g34 hc4 c∗1 icluster f3∗ f2(78)
2
2
1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1
g34 g23 f1∗ f4 − g12
g34 g41 f3∗ f2
= − g12
(79)
2
2
−1 ∗
= g12
f1 f2
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(80)

Where the last equation is obtained by rearranging.
The fourth order term is given by:

4 E
1 D ∗ −1
−1
f1 g12 c2 + c∗1 g12
f2
4!
cluster
Only 6 of the 16 terms

ontain as many

c's

as

c∗ 's

(81)

and survive the integral. As a result,

4 E
1 D ∗ −1
−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
f1 g12 c2 + c∗1 g12
f2
= f1∗ g12
c2 c∗3 g34
f4 f5∗ g56
c6 c∗7 g78
f8
4!
cluster
−1
−1
−1
−1
+ f1∗ g12
c2 c∗3 g34
f4 c∗5 g56
f6 f7∗ g78
c8

−1
−1
−1
−1
+ f1∗ g12
c2 f3∗ g34
c4 c∗5 g56
f6 c∗7 g78
f8
−1
−1
−1
−1
+ c∗1 g12
f2 f3∗ g34
c4 f5∗ g56
c6 c∗7 g78
f8
−1
−1
−1
−1
+ c∗1 g12
f2 f3∗ g34
c4 c∗5 g56
f6 f7∗ g78
c8
−1
−1
−1
−1
+ c∗1 g12
f2 c∗3 g34
f4 f5∗ g56
c6 f7∗ g78
c8

This

(82)

an be rearranged to give:

4 E
1 D ∗ −1
1
−1
−1 −1 −1 −1
f1 g12 c2 + c∗1 g12
f2
g34 g56 g78 hc2 c∗3 c6 c∗7 icluster f1∗ f4 f5∗ f8
= × 6g12
4!
4!
cluster

(83)

Whi h is rewritten as:

4 E
1 D ∗ −1
1 −1 −1 −1 −1 (4) ∗
−1
= g12
f1 g12 c2 + c∗1 g12
f2
g34 g56 g78 χ2367 f1 f4 f5∗ f8
4!
4
cluster
Now we will look at the the expansion of the potential. Sin e only even orders in

(84)

c

and

c∗

survive

the integral, it has to have the form:

(2)

(4)

(6)

V [f ∗ , f ] = a12 f1∗ f2 + a1234 f1∗ f2 f3∗ f4 + a123456 f1∗ f2 f3∗ f4 f5∗ f6 + ...

(85)

Plugging this into the exponential, expanding and keeping only terms up to third order in

ff∗
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yields:

i
h
(4)
(6)
−1
1 + f1∗ g12
f2 + a1234 f1∗ f2 f3∗ f4 + a123456 f1∗ f2 f3∗ f4 f5∗ f6
i
1 h ∗ −1
(4)
−1
−1 (4)
−1 ∗
f1 g12 f2 f3∗ g34
f4 + g12
a3456 f1∗ f2 f3∗ f4 f5∗ f6 + a1234 g56
f1 f2 f3∗ f4 f5∗ f6
+
2

1  −1 −1 −1 ∗
g12 g34 g56 f1 f2 f3∗ f4 f5∗ f6 + ...
+
3!

(86)

Term by term identi ation produ es

(2)

a12 = 0

(87)

1 −1 −1 −1 −1 (4) ∗
1 −1 −1 ∗
(4)
a1458 f1∗ f4 f5∗ f8 = − g12
g34 g56 g78 χ3467 f1 f4 f5∗ f8 + g14
g58 f1 f4 f5∗ f8
4
2

(88)

For the next order term, one nds

The se ond term of this last equation is antisymmetrized as:

1 −1 −1 ∗
g g f f4 f5∗ f8 =
2 14 58 1
=
=
=

1 −1 −1
g g (2f1∗ f4 f5∗ f8 )
4 14 58
1 −1 −1 ∗
g g (f f4 f5∗ f8 − f1∗ f8 f5∗ f4 )
4 14 58 1

1  −1 −1
−1 −1
g14 g58 − g18
g54 f1∗ f4 f5∗ f8
4
1 −1 −1
−1 −1 ∗
g g (g23 g67 − g27 g63 ) g34
g78 f1 f4 f5∗ f8
4 12 56

Where we have used the ability to swap indi es

8

and

6

and

4

2

and

4

and

6

and

8

in the rst term and

(89)

(90)

(91)

(92)

2

and

in the se ond.

This equation then implies

(4)

a1458 f1∗ f4 f5∗ f8 =

1 (4) ∗
γ
f f4 f5∗ f8
4 1458 1

(93)

where

(4)

′(4)

−1 −1
−1 −1
γ1458 = g12
g56 χ2367 g34
g78
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(94)

with

′(4)

(4)

χ2367 = χ2367 − g23 g67 + g27 g63
Higher order

ontributions to the potential

an be derived in a similar manner.
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